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NEW YORK-The eliminates all substitute 

class has chosen th.e teachers, increases class size 

largest city as the mUljm" to over 40 students per class, 

battleground for its thousands of regular 

to make the class pay teachers and "might" elimin

for the capitaliG( Mayor ate all kindergarten classes, 

Abraham Beame heads w] Admissions to the City Uni

army of 
 versity would be slashed by 

heads, "civic 
 over 20,000 students. Otber 

politicians threatening cuts would close day-care 

sive cuts in pubHc §e~:vlc<-;Bj centers and many other weI.. 

wholesale layoffs, wage goug fare services. 

ing and loss of job benefits for Ali ~the debt-ridden urb"" 

public employees. centers will attempt to ""Ive. 


On May 30 Beam. an their crises at the workers' 
Douneed his U crisis budget" expense. The attac]{g in !'Jew 
for the fiscal year beginning York foreshadow what will 
July 1. It calls for eliminating come elsewhere. Therefore the 
67,000 city jobs (on top of confrontation in New York is 
thousands that have already of the utmost importance to 
been wiped out this year). every worker ira this country. 
Eight city hospitals and sev If the capitalist attacks suc
eral health centers would be ceed in New York, it will be 
closed. 66 Fire Department tlhe signal for the ruling class 
units wonld be shut down, to step up the cutbacks 
which wonld double the fU'e throughout the country_ But if 
men's response time from four the New York working class 
to eight minutes. Garbage successfully defends its living 
collection would. be !"educed by standards, this would point 
one-third, with the harshest the way to snccessful struggle 
cuts coming in. ghetto ID'cas to dass brothers and sisters 

demonstrating on June 4. The AFSCME picket signs reflect the union bUreaucracy's that already have the worst elsewhere. 
the workers' anger towards a passive appeal fo!' "help" from. the banks, instead sanitation service. The bud.get 
struggle .m.gaiIllst the capitalist attack. ! BANKS PULL TRIGGER 

The immediate crisis in New 
York' was u.sh.ered. in when 
major banks, led by First 
National City, refused to 

=~~-- market city honds. With $3 
billion in short-term loans 

by Chris Hudson government stepped in to Council but I8.cking a clear (including the Socialist Party) coming due over the next few 
invalidate the election victory majority in the 240-man who stand for a more tradi months, the city faced an 

GUNRToG LEFT 
On May 29 more than 500 

of the Maoist Workers and Armed Forces Assembly, is tional, pluralistic capitalism, immediate cash shortage. Themilitants of the Movement for 
Peasants Alliance (AOC) over sniping at the Socialist Party, and simultaneously destroy banks stated that they wouldthe Reorganization of the 
the Communist Party slate in its main critic within the all possibility of the proletar only back off if the city agreedProletarian Party, Portugal's the Lisbon Chemical Workers coalition, without yet being iat finding a revolutionary to lake measures to cut itslargest extreme left organiza
Union and arrested AOC able to do away with it. ~ The road. But the very militancy budget deficit.tion, were arrested by the 
leaders. The MRPP, its rallies MFA is attacking the extreme of the proletariat means that Beame added to an already

o Portuguese junta without broken up by the military, its . left, first and foremost the for the present, the MFA hysterical atmosphere_ Hewarning. The jailings of the periodicals banned and its MRPP, but this very fact cannot destroy the civilian moaned thai the city wouldleadership of this militant officers facing legal harass shows that the MFA and its parties and cannot move bave to declare bankruptcy onanti-government grouping· ment, was barred from partic supporters in the leadership of openly against the working June ll-the dale when $792demonstrates the tensions ipating in the April 25 Con the Communist Party are class. million in loans came d.ue. Hetearing apart ·the Bonapartist stituent Assembly elections. sitting on a powderkeg of Cont'd. p. 14 Cont'd. p. 4
coalition ruling the coun Whether or not the present potential mass opposition." try. r'n arrests signal the permanent.

The arrests and the seizure There is no doubt that the;0 suppression of the MRPP 
:l, of the offices and files of the MRPP's planned anti-NATO(some government spokesmen

Maoist MRPP came on the demonstration would have[f claim the detentions are only
eve of a planned anti-NATO mobilized thousands to de;t temporary), the generals' di-
demonstration. which would mand that Portugal get out of;0 rection is clear. _
have challenged the Portu

<a 
NATO, an indication of the 


guese government's declara The four-party bourgeois 'revolutionary passions seeth
1e 

Busing: 3tions of loyalty at the recent "socialist" coalition which ing among the masses. In 

NATO meeting in Brussels. rules Portugal under the con order to consolidate its own 
 RU: Apologists 7

The arrests were only the trol of the Armed Forces bourgeois rule, in order to 
latest in a series. 01 ~oves Movement (MFA) is torn by modernize Portuguese capital· Wage Fight in 1 2 against the MRPP and other internal bickering. The left ism through centralized state 
extreme left 1i. e.. centrist) faction of the military, domin measures, the J\1FA must RSl Convenlo~on Resolution 1 0 
groups. 111 February, . t-he ating the ruling Armed Forces both suppress its right critics 
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The defeat of U.S. imperialism in Southeast Asia 
has thrown the international bourgeoisie into 
frenzy. Faced with the revolutionary threat of the 
masses- a threat increased by inspiration drawn 
from the anti·imperialist victories-and wracked by 
economic crisis. the world's capitalists arc 
desperately trying to attain a new "stabilization." 

Despite its losse~' in Indochina. the U.S. remains 
the main force looked to by the capitalists around 
the world. Therefore, the state-capitalists of Russia 
and China have stepped up their separate 
campaigns for "detente" and "peaceful coexis· 
tence" with the U.S.. demonstrating their sincerity 
by moving to restrain revolutionary struggles. 

RUSSIA DOES ITS JOB 

Russia is playing its part in the Middle East. In 
late May, a near civil war broke out in Lebanon, 
after attacks on Palestinian refugees by the fascist 
Phalange party were repulsed by the armed 

~--organizations of the Palestinians and the Lebanese 
working class. Over 100 were killed and two 

._c••.gQv~mlnents fell during the fighting. A New York 
Ti!Des observer reported "deep concern" that lithe 
Palestinians could join other Moslem and leftist 
political forces here in an armed revolution based on 
the grievances of. industrial workers, Syrian and 
Kurdish laborers and poor peasants." 

The Lebanese tension was temporarily quelled by 
the appointment of a Moslem Prime Minister at the 
urging of the Syrian government and Yasir Arafat 
(head of the Palestine Liberation Organization). At 
the same time, USSR Foreign Minister Gromyko 
had been meeting with Kissinger in Vienna, after 
which Kissinger commented that a Middle East 
settlement would be possible based on a U:S.·USSR 
agreement. In intervening to settle the turmoil in 
Lebanon !p the benefit of bourgeois stability, both 
the Syrian government-a solid Soviet ally-and 
Arafat, who had recently returned from a visit to 
Moscow, were speaking for the Russians. An 
"armed revolution" by workers, peasants and 
oppressed immigrants is not to the liking of Russia 
or its followers in the Mideaast. 

CHINA STEPS IN 

China participated even more openly in stabiliz
ing the Far East. demonstrating what diplomats 
call "moderation" towards the regimes and 
liberation movements they claim to support. Peking 
has advised North Korea not to attempt the 
unification of Korea by force, and has royally 
welComed t\le Philippines' butcher·President 
Marcos to audiences with Chou En·Lai and Mao 
Tse-Tung. Marcos' military director of inFelligence 
and security accompanied him on the trip to ensure 
that measures are agreed upon to stifle the 
Maoist·led insurgents in the Philippines. China 
reportedly agreed to a policy of unon-interference," 
that is, non·support to the liberation movement. 

China has also distinguished itself as the one 
power to vociferously call for the U.S. to retain its 
military forces on the Southeast Asian mainland in 
the one country-Thailand-that has not over
thrown them. But the Thai government, like the· 
'Philippine, has questioned the value of the U.S.'s 
military bases on its territory and has already asked 
the· Americans to leave. China has become more 
pro-U.S. imperialism than the traditional puppet 
regimes of Asia! 

In return for the Chinese cooperation, the U.S. 
has decided to reduce the number of American 
military personnel on Taiwan. China and the U.S. 
are collaborating to stabilize the countries in the 
Far East that have been U.S. dependencies but are 
now looking for a greater measure of independence 
after the American debacle in Indochina. 

THE ANTI·IMPERIALIST PENTAGON? 

Are the Chinese rulers correct in believing that 
American diplomacy has changed since the 
Vietnam defeat, that the Pentagon now has "8 good 
view of the world," as one Chinese spokesman put 
it? Imperialism has not mellowed in the least, but it 

...!!&'s found out that the national liberation victories 
'"Indochina have inspired masses of people to 

struggle against oppression throughout the world. 
The Nixon Administration had begun to recognize 
the value of-China as an ally several years ago, but 
now that Indochina has opened up the world 
situation, the "socialist" powers' support for 
imperialist stabilization becomes an absolute 
necessity-and China understands this. 

"Socialist Russia" and "People's China" both 
have vested interests in propping up unstable 
capitalism: The fall of bourgeois rule would mean 
their demise as well. Today, when the international 
proletariat has tremendous opportunities to break 
through and has drawn great strength from the 
Indochinese victories, the Stalinists accordingly 
seek to restrain the masses. 

The world proletariat must have no illusions in 
the supposed "'progressive" nature of Russia and 
China.. Their wholly bourgeois policies must be 
rejected. The international working class must 
demand the immediate expulsion of U.S. imperial
ism from all of Asia, and must step up its struggle 
to smash capitalist rule throughout the globe. To 
accomplish this task, the working class needs its 
own party, a revolutionary party that counterposes 
the interests of the proletariat to bourgeois 
stability. 

The enormous tasks confronting the workers 
today are paralleled by immense opportunities. 
Armed with a world revolutionary party, the 
reconstructed Fourth International, the working 
class will decisively defeat crumbling capitalism 
and estsblish its own rule, the proletarian 
dictatorship. 

I"New" U.s. Imperialism? 

The Ford 	 Adininistration luis launched a 

whirl·wind diplomatic flurry in its attempt to 
rebuild the U.S.'s international image in the wake of 
the Indochinese defeats. The highlight has been 
Ford's tour of Europe, timed to coincide with the 
meeting of NATO. 

Ford is trying to paint a picture of a "reformed" 
U.s. imperialism. Now that the U.S. has been 
expelled from Southeast Asia, it's easy to claim that 
America does not sook territorial aggrandizement in 
that part of the world. All the U.S. wants, according 
to Ford, is to strengthen democracy and freedom. 

Extolling the virtues of bourgeois democracy, 
Ford warned the Portuguese military that 
participation in the "Western Alliance" is incom· 
patible with Communist domination of their 
government. Tbe European allies backed him to the 
hilt, singing the same refrain. - ~
- To be sure, Ford did travel to Madrid to invite 
arcll.reactionary Franco to join NATO. But Ford 
spent far more time with Prince Juan Carlos (who 
will soon try to form a "constitutional monarchy") 
than he did with the Spanish dictstor. The trip was 
described as Ford's attempt "to work through 
existing'channels" to end totali tarianism in Spain. 

The "new" imperialism is a fraud. The U.S. will 
collaborate with any regime, no matter how 
reactionary or rotten, that can hold back the 

dep>ands of the proletariat. The U.s. has learned 
ce!fain lessons from Portugal; it will try to 
pre-empt mass struggle by backing a regime less 
openly repressive than Franco's. Even Franco 
understands that such a step is necessary to 
maintain bourgeois rule in the face of a militant 
working c~ss. 

What is true in Spain also holds in Portugal. 
Despite bellicose rhetoric directed at the Portuguese 
military, imperialism will support the MFA against 
the workers' struggle. The proof of this is not hard 
to find. The London Financial Times recently 
reported that Britain has sold substantial quanti· 
ties of tear gas grenades and crowd control weapons 
to the Portuguese army. These weapons will be used 
in the MFA·CP war. against militant workers. 
Just as Russia and China ~are propprng up western 
imperialism against the heightened opportunities 
for workers' insurrection, so the western powers 
come to the aid of the friends of Portuguese 
Stalinism in order to defeat the working class. 

U.S. imperialism has not changed its stripes. The 
Maoists who back China's support for NATO~and
Mao's line that "the Pentagon is now the friend of 
the world's masses" are doing leg-work for Ford and 
the bourgeoisie. There is only one way to change 
imperialism-overthrowing it by proletarian rev
olution. - 

fUND DRIVE GOAL 
SET AT $J3,000, 

The Revolutionary Socialist League is 
conducting is fourth semi-annual fund drive. 
Our initial fund drive in 1973 had as its goal 
$7,500; the present drive has set a goal of 
$13,000. As we go to press, $10,395 has been 
raised, with a month remaining before the drive 
ends July 15. 

The goal of the drive h8!IIl'en set so high to 
finance major changes 111 the Le~gue's 
operations. $5,000 is earmarked to finance the 
move of our National Office to New York. The 
present issue of The Torch is the first to be 
produced in New York. 

The remaining $8,000 will be used to help 
finance our ongoing operations. We are 
increasing our activity in rank lil!d file labor 
caucuses and helping to publish revolutionary 
labor bulletins in several unions. We are 
intervening in the busing crisis, calling for the 
defense of the black .. communities and black 
students against racist terror while attacking 
tne fraudulent busing program with its hogus 
promises of reform. Finally, we have scheduied 
the publication of pamphlets on state capital· 
ism, busing. the present capitalist ecoTIQrnic 
crisis and other subjects. 

The high cost of these changes is being met 
with dedication hy the League and its friends. 
One friend of the League has donated $1,000 
toward the expenses of moving. We ask every 
reader of The Torch to send $1.00, $5.00, or 
more to help meet our expanding needs. Send 
checks or money orders payable to R.S.L. or Sy 
Landy, P.O. Box 562, Times Square Station, 
New York, N.Y. ]'0036. 
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BOSTON - ,j0,000 people march,·d in 
this strife-torn city on May 17 in a 
march called by -the NAACP. The 

nominully against racism and 
desegregation, was its 

entirety organized in support of the 
federal courts' forced busing plan. 

The demonstration \vas passi,:n and 
eons('i"vativp. Although Boston has 
been plagued by racist Lerror atta"ks 
against hlack children and the black 
community, the march leaders did not 
so n:uch as mentioll the need for 
militant nl0uilizations and united 
defense by labor and blacks against 
racist terror. Nor was any way forward 
pointed for black students: only the 
dead"end of the forced busing plen of 
the government and the liberal 
bourgeoisie. 

Speaker after speaker appealed for 
~ the nc,,<Lto place complete faith in the 

bQ1Jrgeois s~ate. Joseph" Rauh:"who 
has been a top adviser to UMW 
President Arnold Miller and to Ed 
Sadlmvski i the reformist oppasitionist_ 
in the Steelworkers Union) urged, 
"Let us be known as the defenders of 
la,,\-, and order, not the racists." 

:\'[ aceD Dixon of the Socialist 
Workers Party, speaking for the 
National Student Coalition Against 
Racism (the latest of the SWP's 
single-issue front groups tailored to 
pull in bourgeois politicians) called for 
President Ford to remove troops from 
Cambodia and "semi those troops and 
tanks to Boston to enforce the law." 
In its newspaper, The Militant, the 
SWP has had nothing but praise for 
the conservative NAACP, and has 
urged that militant blacks adopt 
passive calls for federal troops, so as 
to show that they only stand for 
implementing "the law of the land_" 

Why these hymns to bourgeois law 
and order? Why these appeals by 
"revolutionaries" to send bourgeois 
troops to Boston? Because, today the 
liberal wing of the ruling class is. 
pretending to be the friend of black 
people, and promises to provide better 
education through the forced busing 
solution. And a host of "progressives" 
and would-be revolutionaries are the 
loudest drum-beaters for the plans of 
this section of the bourgeoisie_ 

WHILE THE CITXlES ROT 

-Jt;'s-no accidoot"thaJdmsing is-being 
pushed forward as the economic crisis 
sends the decaying cities to the brink 
of bankruptcy. Along with wage
gouging. speed-up, unemployment 
and inflation, U.S. capitalism is trying 
to solve its massive crisis by slashing 
social services essential to the working 
class (and especially crucial to the 
most oppressed workers, largely black 
and Latin, who are completely depen
dent on public education, medical care 
and transit), Forced busing provides a 
way to cut the education budget while 
diverting att.ention away from these 
actions and covering everything with 
a "progressive," "anti~racist" veneer. 

The first need of black students in 
decrepit ghetto schools is to relieve the 
miserable overcrowded conditions 
and provide new facilities. A crash 
program to build modem schools is 
essential. Thousands of new teachers 
must be hired to reduce class size to an 
adequate level-no more than 20' 
students per class, instead of the 40 or 
more common in many ghetto schools. 
Decent facilities and instructional 
aides should be at hand-every school 
should have as high a funding per 
pupil as the best suburban schools. 

All of this is needed, and it is needed 

tod;ty. But schools, teacher:-i and capitalize on thp situation to spread Is he really for better education for 
facilities cost money, and this is just racist filth and build a small hase in black students'! Hardly, Sev.eral weeks" 
what the government (city, state, South Boston, ago the proposed Boston school 
federal) will not provide. Instead, budget "Nas sent to White for, his 
t.honsand~, of teachl'rs are beillg laid approval. Whi.te rejected 20 per cent or

SMASH RACISM''off and sehool construction programs the school budget! This means fewer 
are being su.~pended. New York City is We stand in absolute opposition to teachers, almost no new school 
t.ht"' best example (sec arLiclf' in this the racist. opponent~ of busing. We afC' constnu,:tion and reduction in the 
is~'L1e). for the strongest and most militant funds a vailabl(: for school desegrega 

Supporters of forced busing accept defense uf Boston blacks against the tiOTI. 

the ground rules laid down by the racist terror, We call for militants to. Federal Judge Arthur Gan"ity, who 
nlli,ng c1as~. Instead of organi:dng u introduce at every trade union meet imposed the forced busing plan in 
militant, united movement of hlack, ing tho den'land that Uw labor Boston in reSpOHS{;!-to an iripeal-f:ror~-l 
Drown and white wurkers to resist the movement take up the defense of the the NAACP, hab the Eame idea as 
layoffs and the cuts in education and black children, including organizing White. In early May, Garrity pro
to fight for adequate funding. they armed workers' defense guards to duced his busing plan for the school 
have a "shure-the-misery" approach. combat the racist vermin, We call for year heginning next September. It 
lrzeep the same inadequate facilities, black community groups to likewise included closing down 20 ghetto 
the same inadequate funding (or even take up this fight. The defense of black schools and little construction of new 

. less! ), the overcrowded classes, schoolchildren must be insured by the ,schools. 
The mayor and the judge have marie 

plain as day thHt the bourgeoisie is 
pushing busing forward primarily as a 
convenient way to cut school budgets, 
attack workers and divert attentiml 
from their attacks by setting biacL 
and white workers at each, othe.-s' 
throats. " 

LABOR FAKEI1S 
AND "REVOLUTIONARIES" 

The labor fakers and so-called 
revolutionaries who beat the drums for 
forced busing only help the liberal 
capitalists perpetrate these attacks. 
Joseph Rauh, by calling on workers to 
put their faith completely in the, 
bourgeoisie's idea of "law and order" 
tells workers to 'accept the cutbacks, 
and worse- he tells blacks faced by 
vicious racist terror to rely on' the 
capitalist state for protection. 

Rauh,- though, is himself a Demo
cratic politician. Even more treacherw 

DUS is the stance of the Hrevolution
aries" of the Socialist Workers Party. 
Like Rauh, the SWP calls for 
observing the "law of the land" - that 
is, the law of the bourgeoisie, FUi'.ther, 
the SWP continues to trumpet the call 
for federal troops into Boston, sup
posedly to "protect" the black stu
dents. The SWP cynically sows 
illusions in the bourgeois state, 
bourgeois troops and bourgeois law. 

If federal troops are sent in, it will 
be to insure that the budget-slashing 

NAACP 8uppmrters at May 17 demoJmstration. Reformist NAACP calls for passive reliance attacks are carried out. Federal troops 
Ol"ll oourgeoll3law and supports forced busing [0 iron.t for caP]talist attacks against black m:nd will also see to it that militants who 
whit. workersl_ ''Socialist" 1jW-"-"ompletely identifies with this ~urgeois strategy. __1!ttempJ;".tv_ mObilize_, d"fensjl, pf the, 

black students, leC alone those who 
accept the teacher layoffs-keep all of organization of joint trade union-black actively fight for expanded funds for 
these, and then rearrange which defense guards. education, are ruthlessly repressed, 
students go to what schools. A t the same time, we reject the The working class can place no falth in 

Therefore, while many supporters of forced busing proposal. It pits black "the army, the armed fist of the 
forced busing honestly believe that workers against white workers; it is bourgeoisie. 
they are actively struggling to im designed (and in Boston it has already 
prove the conditions of black students, had success in this) to tum the 

SPARTACISTS WHITEWASH
they are actually being used to attack attention of the working class away 

LIBERALsblacks. It is black students who will from the need for funds for quality 
suffer most from the failure to greatly education and to focus hostility on The Spartacist League marched on 
expand educational facilities, just as it other workers. Instead of guaran- May 17 to give the demonstration a 
is black workers and unemployed who teeing the right of every student to left cover. While the SL does call for 
suffer most from the overall cutbacks attend the school of his or her choice, labor-black defense of the studenta, it 
in public services. These busing it forces the liberals' choice 'upon eagerly consumes the bourgeois bus
supporters forget that blacks have the them, while guaranteeing that the ing plan, In commenting on Judge 
right to have decent schools in their schools will be even more overcrowdedj Garrity's plan, the SL newspaper, 
own neighborhoods. and backward than before. / Workers' Vanguru-d, wrote on May 23: 

Meanwhile, white workers view The result, as already stressed, "Garrity's order to close 20 schools 
forced busing as an attack on them" To hurts black workers and unemployed with virtually no new construction 
them', it means that their children will most of all, as under the aegis of ensures the overcrowding of existing 
have to attend worse schools and get a busing, liberal "anti-racists" are suc- schools." The article continues: "The 
worse education. And they're right to ceeding in slashing education pro- Spartacist League's call for 'No 
think this; this is precisely the grams to, the bone. Retreat! ExtendBusing Citywide and 
share-the-misery concept of the into the Suburbs!' remains very much 
lioerals. It is impossible to conceive of on the agenda." .

THE MAYOR AND THE JUDGE more than a handful of white workers Rather than posing a class-wide 
willingly' accepting these conse This is precisely what is taking fight for adequate funding, more 
quences offorced busing_ And it"s not place in Boston. Boston mayor Kevin teachers, decent facilities, more 
surprising that the Ku Klux Klan and White is a liberal Democrat and an "schools, the SL calls for retaining the 
fascist groups have been able ~, outspoken advocate of forced busing. Cont'd, p_ 0 
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(',ont'd. from p. 1 
tJu"e81tenoo to withhold city workers' paychecks. 
introduced his "crisis budget.. · 

The last thing the capitalists wanted, First 
Natioml City included, was for the to default 
on its loans. If this happened the stood to 
lose billions. Worse still, a chainwreaction of debt 
defaults would likely have set in that could have led 
to the collapse of the flimsy credit strueture and 
thus to a \'V(ycld'·wide economie breakdown. 

"BIG MAC" 

predictably, a last~min~te agft-"CmenL v\las 
New York State Governor Hugll Carey 

rode to the rescue, setting up the .M ullicipal 
Assistance Corporalion (affectionately dubbed "Big 
Mac" by the bourgeois after the more famous 
hamburger). MAC will $3 billion in bonds in 
exchange for the city tErning over its sales tax 
revenues 2S security. Under the terms of the 
agreement, the city will have to reduce its budget 
deficit. with a ceiling of $6.2 billion in short· term 
loans. 
,_,This is the ~guara!1te€ the banks demanded. 
Unless new sources of revenue are found, it will 
require drastic la.yoffs and cutbacks. Beame now 
"hopes" tha.t. he can eliminate some of the cuts 
proposed in tho "crisiicbudget," but has made it 
clear that themuior cutbacks will still be 
implemented. . 

The entire drama, complete with the threats by 
the t)8.nks, the "cri!?is budget" and "Big Mac," was 

from,start to finish to set up conditions that 
make it easier to push through the atLacks on 

New York workers. Why did the banks refuse to 
float new city securities "",'hen the city is still rated 
an "A" credit risk by Moody's Investment Service, 
the banks' own credit bureau? New York City 
always has ffiilde sure that it repays its debt service 
(interest on loans to banks and corporations) before 
it pays for its salaries and services. The city has 
always been a "good credit risk." 

First National City bad an eye out not only for 

today, but for the future as well. Debt service 
payments now make up 17 per cent of the city 
budget and have climbed steadily. The banks are 
afraid that New York workers will become 
increasingly frustrated at the inroads being made 
into their standards of living, and at some point will 
demand that the attacks end. Instead of waiting for 
that day, they bave chosen to strike hard now, 
hoping to push through harsh measures in a 
panic-stricken atmosphere. 

This is not the strategy of the banks alone. The 
ruling class as a whole is lined up behind this 
approach. The financially-stricken cities have only 
three choices: tax the banks and corporations, tax. 
the workers or brutally cutback. The- bourgeoisie 
has no desire to increase its own taxes-in this 
period of economic crisis, it wants tax cuts and 
exemptions. Taxes on workers are already sky· high 
and it would be hard to push through the 
tremendously higher taxes needed to maintain the 

present spending levels. Therefore cutbacks are the 
weapon the bourgeoisie has chosen, 

The bourgeoisie hopes to fragment the proletariat 
in order to prevent a unit~~d struggle. Thus the 
bourgeois pn~ss blames the city's crisis on "greedy 
public workers'~ and "welfar~ chiselers." Since 

enrpl,oYI,es and the unemployed (mainly black 
are the hardest hit by the budget 

strateb'Y is to convince the rest 
~ew working class that it is in their interest 
t,o support the budg(,~t cuts, claiming that the cuts 
are aimed mainly at the supposed "parasites. It 

This message has he-en blared by ,all ,sectors of 
New York's rulers. Over the past t'ew years, the 
Council for Economic Developmen,t hasJaunched a 
well··eonceivrd enmpaign to "modernize" ! he puhlic 
sector and eliminate "waste and inelfidency." 
CEO's Board of Directors reads like an h,,,ror roll of 
the capitalist clu~s: top executives from j~ew York 
Telephone, the major oil companies (E xxon, 
Texaco, e(.C.), Metropolitan Life Insllrance and 
other giant corporations make up this body, Not 
surprisingly, CED has blamed waste on public 
workers and has advocated drastic cuts. 

CED has pusbed for time studies to impose 
speed-up upon public workers. It has sent a task 
force into the public schools with the goal of cutting 
tea,ching staff by eliminating preparation periods 
arlt:t~increasing class size. CED's function and 
co.mposition make clear that the dominant sectors 
of New York's bourgeoisie, which make up the most 
powerful sector of the U.S. capitalist class, are 
squarely behind the current attacks. 

BEAME: THE BOSSES' BOY 

Mayor Beame, supposedly "held at gun-point" 
by the banks and desperately "trying to do right" 
by workers, is actually working hand and hand 
with operation. One of Beame's four appointees 
to MAC is New York Telephone President William 
Ellinghaus. a director of CED. Beame's other three 
appointees are Wall Street brokerage operators tied 
in with the same banks that refused to Circulate 
securities for the city. Thus Beame, who is 

supposedly confronting the banks and trying to 
save public. services, has appointed the leading 
figure (Ellinghaus) in the general capitalist 
campaign to slash city spending and ,attack the 
working class together with three financial 
maguates involved in the banks' demands that the 
city cut back, to the corporation which is supposed 
to save the city. " . 

The bourgeoisie, with its political representatives 
like Democrat Mayor Beame, is trying to bail itself 
out of the economic crisis by placing workers in a 
vise. The current attacks are aimed at weakening 
the public employee unions-which stand between 
tbe .capitalists' goal of cutting inflation and 
increasing profits by cutting back on public 
spending-and the achievement of this goal. If 
public employee unions can be broken the ruling 
class will gain the confidence it needs to wage an 
even more vicious attack on the whole trade union 
movement. 

The entire working class must act in solidarity to 
repel these aUacks. But such solidarity will prove 
impossible if vi,iOrkers swallow the bourgeois lies 
that blame the crisis on public workers and the 
unemployed. Unfortunately, many workers stii! 
accept this shuck. Bul the rea; cause of the crisis is 
the capitalist s.Ystem itself, a systern whose 
worldwide economic tuilspin is hitting with· 
particular viciousness a L \few Yark ana other 
roLting urban centers, 

CiTY DECAY 
Even during the post-war boom, New York and 

other cities -were decaying beneath the 
surface New York's ancient transit system 
was to deteriorate with no e_nBion of subway 
facilities and no repair of rolling stock-until it 
reached the breakdown point. New school construe· 
tion lagged behind the crumbling of old schools, 
leading to overcrowding and lack of decent 
facilities. Medical care similarly declined and 
housing conditions became intolerable. " 

Ghetto areas expanded into sprawling waste
lands. The supposedly "healthy" capitalist econ
omy could not integrate hundreds of thousands of 
blacks and Latins who were forced onto the growing 
welfare rolls. Hundreds of thousands of others were 
forced to work below minimum wage in sweat-shop 
conditions in the - garment center and ot~er 
cockroach operations. Welfare, painted to as a huge 
drain, actually benefited the capitalists by 
providing a buge reserv" of unemployed workers 
whose competition for jobs helped the bourgeoisie 
maintain poverty wage levels. 

The deterioration of the inner cities, intertwined 
with the spiraling crime rate caused by the 
desperate conditions of ghetto life, led to a middle 
class exodus to the suburbs. New York's tax base 
narrowed accordingly. It narrowed further when 
scores of corporations moved out of the city, This 
situation, mirrored in city after-city, resulted in the 
poorest sectors of the working class footing the 
steepest tax· burden under the most wretched 
conditions. EVfm so, the attempt to provide minimal 
services to keep the proletariat at bay resulted in 
huge budget deficits. The deficits grew even more 
sharply after the early 1960's. when public 
employees began to organize to demand decent 
wages and working conditions, 

PHONY SOLUTION 

New York City's "solution" was the solution of 
the entire U.S. economy during the boom. The city 
engaged in massive borrowing while expecting that 
interest rates on loans and bond issues could be 
repaid by issuing further bonds and loans. The shell 
game appeared to be a permanent answer while the 
economy was expanding. 

These methods subsidized the capitelists. Instead 
of taxing the banks and corporations to finance 
public spending, the city taxed the poorest workers 
most heavily. The city hecame more indebted to the 

debt-::SerVice soored- -upwards. 
Transit loans taken out in the late 19tb century, for 
example, are still being repaid, although the city 
has already paid hundreds of times the original 
amount of the loans in interest. 

INTO REVERSE 

Today the capitalists are trying to throw the 
gears into reverse. New York's btidget deficit no 
longer serves their needs. Unemployment in New 
York is now 11 per cent-the capitalists don't need 
to train new workers and education, health and 
housing expenditures are no longer in their interest, 
High nnemployment has created intense pressure 
for jobs and maintenance of a reserve force on 
welfare is now expendable. 

Budget deficits are now huge burdens in an 
economy overloaded by mountains of fictitious 
capital in the form of credit, debt, stocks and bonds. 
In today's contracting economy corporations have 
been forced to default- on loans as the expected 
increase in future production (on which the loans 
were based) failed to materialize. The mountain of 
paper values, having no. basis in production, 
contributed to high inflation. The capitalists 
desperately._need to check this situation. to reduce 
deficits where they can, and this requires an attack 
on the working class. 

The capitalists mu~t be forred to pay the price of 
the crisis they have created. The banks and 
corporations who have profited from years of 

Militant protests against deteriorating public services arec D()thing new in New York. 'fhis demonstration, in February 
1974. demanded replacement (!If a 68-year 1!)1d school building on the Lower East Side. 
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K KS 
Jenies this right, i;; rejected. Finally. u Armed with Lhis approach, the 
concrete program calling for ade- tIllite. worln~rs .-will defeat "the- bom::
quately funded, quajity education geois attacks. The racist filth and the 
must he put forward to deroonstraLe "anti~racist" liberal bourgeois attack

Cont'd. from p. 3 
S'.Hne inadequnte faciliLies and shnring 
the misery. Vi/here is their c~lll for 
expanded 'education tor nil, paid for 
at the capitalists' expense? 

Despite mon'! militnnt rhetoric, the 
SL flees from a fight against the 
bourgeoisie 'and. calls for accepting 
what exists and redistributing it. This 
only gives a more rnoicRI coat to the 
bUdget-cutting. class~d~\'iding atLacks 
on the working class. 

FOil UNITED ACTION! 

The capiLali~t offensi-ve, pnwulwd 
by the desperat.e need to atLack t.he 
working dass in the face of the 
ec'oHomic br di'feat
~ ~u= 
Only fighting for expanded funding 
to provide' decent education can t,be 
clnss-diviciing- <lttack of forced hnsing 
be ft"pelled. On1y by dpmanciillg dlat 
euucation be funded by greatly 
increasing taxation of hanks and 
corporations CRn workers see to it. t.hat 
the funds ure actually obt~,ined 

'- --wiLhout· the_-llttacks.~imply b"ing 
~Jhi-fted to other essential services or 
passed along in the form of higher 
taxes on workers themselves. 

Today, the working class--is under 
severe a tlack The layoffs of public 
employees and the slashing of essen
tial services will hurt black \'I-'i.:n-;wrs 
the most. The fight for better schools 
is one and the same as the fight 
against the layoffs and the overall 
service cut-hacks. 1\'] ilitant vvurkers 
must reject ehe phony dass-dividing 
foiced busing atlacks and take to 
every local union meeting the demand 
then t.he lJt\nks and pay 
for the servicps that need. No 
Layoffs. -"0 Cutbacks! Tax the Banks 
and Corporations~ 

Militant workers 'must call for the 
organization of mass rallies to prot.est 
thp cutbacks, drawing in unorganized 
workers and the unemployeu. Com
mittees against the layoffs and the 
cuthaei{s nrp needed to press for 
actions th~ hureaucraLs won·t. take. 
These fire Lhe st.arLing points for 
exerting the force of the united 
workers in work st.oppages and,· if 
lwcessary, H f';eneral st-.r;ke to roll back 
~he hom:geoi·s aUackt'. 

Rejection of busing is at the heart of 
this strategy. If the liberal capitalists 
(llld their agpnts succeed in dividing 
t,lw working class t.hf()llgh this strat
egy, no united response will he 
possihlt'. Militant workprs therefore 
h:t\"p a slh-'cial t'l>sponsihility to 
:h~tlionst.r:!Lt~ their ullswerving opposi
tion t.o t. he racis t opponen Ls of busing 
as well as the proponents of this 
Illll.!rgeois 1n tht' trade 
unions, t.lw must be clearly 
sounded for lhe organization of 
work"rs' defense guards to defend the 
hlal't{ stutipnLs. The right of every 
:::;t.udent to attend th--' school of his or 
her choice must be advocated, at the· 
same time as forced busing, which 

lhat the working cia" is the strongest ers will both be smashed, and ehe basic 
champion education for needs of black and white workers 
blacks. . safegUarded.' --- - -' - .... 
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Spartaci.st. contingent. at May 17 NAACP March i,l Boston. The centtd1:itg' call 
black-labor defense and wcialist revoiution are belied by their subservience to the 
bolirg~oi8 bUBilIlg plan. 

US L CAL 6S HACKS' SMASH 
DEFENSE GUARD M iflON 

By II Reporter 

On May ~h, 1975, support.ers of the 
Hcvolutionarv Steehvorkers Commit
tee in USWA'Local 65 (Chicago South 
Works I raised a motion to the Local 

s 
Spal'tacists Vacillate on Defense GUaJ1)ds 

To the Editor: families under attack in the form of 
As a member of UAW Local No. 6's volunteer defense guards of union 

Defense Steering Committee (Civil members," which actually laid t.he 
Rights Defense Committee) formed to basis for forming the defense guard. In 
pr·,·'t,! ct a union brother's home from addition, it was the H.AC leaflet which 

____ right-wing terror attacks, and as a warned th~he bureaucrats would 
member oftJieRevolutlOnary--,.;ufo-- standTn ilie wayarufThat-ariiii1<iilla 
VVorkers Committee, I am responding 
to a letter from Brother Marc 
Freedman which appeared in a recent 
issue of Workers Vanguard (news
paper of the Spartacist League). 

Freedman, in the name of the 
Spartacist-supported Labor Struggle 
Caucus of Local No.6 allegedly writes 
to "clear up" distortions in WV's 
CO\,t'rage of the Local ::\0. 6 defense 
campaign. But his letter only adds to 
those distortions and to the phony 
LSC claim that thev initiated the 
defense -guard acti~n. Once the 
defense guard got started, the LSC 
became enthusiastic \organizers for it. 
But before that, they hedged their 
bets. In fact., the LSC did not even 
know about the attack on Brother 
Dennis untIl I told Brother Freedman 
about it! 

As reported in the last issue of The 
Torch, the LSC motions had no call to 
actually implement the defense 
guards, calling for "our local (to) 
immediately contact other labor or' 
ganizations .. _ to prepare to mobilize 
a mass labor-black defense," It was 
only the RAC motion, which stated 
"Local Six offers support to the 

file committee was necessary for any 
measures passed to be carried out. 

LSCVACILLATES 

The LSC voted for both these 
motions, but puhlicly ignored their 
own political mistakes until I called 
them on it. Now Brother Freedman 
admits in his letter that the LSC' 
proposed no way to actually enact the 
defense measures, but "can't under
stand" whv I accused them of 
vaeillating a"nd temporizing because of 
this, 

The only possible basis for the 
tSC's-cIaim that they initiated the 
defense guards is that they were called 
on first at the union meeting. But that 
coincidence does not cover the fact 
that without the RAC motions, the 
Local would have been left with just so 
many fine words. 

This is not the only example of the 
LSC's temporizing around the defense 
guards. The LSC proposed establish
ing a walkie-talkie set~up with the 
police without a word of-warning tnat, 
although this might be a temporary 

Cont'd. p, 15 

membership to join in the defense of 
the black families in Broadview. 
jllinois (see Torch. May 15, 19751. 
Frank :vIirocha, Local 65 President 
and LW, Abel supporter, conducted,. 
right-wing, bureaucratic mobilization 
lo smash the moLion. 

The issue of ciasswide defense for 
black families under attack by fascist 
thugs j::. an extremely sensitive one for 
1v1 irocha, who bases his power in large 
part on a layer of older, conservative 
black tradesmen. It was in anticipa
tion of a strong response to the RSC 
motion from young, militant. blacks 
that Mirocha organized the display 
that he did. 

In addition Mirocha, as president of 
Ed Sadlowski's base 10c;'l, is in a 
shaky position as he stands a good 
chance of losing his post to Sadlowski 
supporters in the next election. There 
has also been an increase in opposition 

to the right of the RSC t(kraise tbe 
motion. -~ 

Rank f:lnd FHe Voice. a Stalinist 
caucus-newsletter, was split on the 
motion, bne supporter of thefrs telling 
an RSC supporter that she would 
support the motion (which she didn'l), 
and another telling RSC he opposed 
the motion. The latter used Mirocha's 
arguments ("it's not the affair of the 
steelworkers: black famili8s should 
rely on the cops"), 

RU CAPITULA7ES TO RACISlYI 

"Breakout," a I\'iaoist caucus hailed 
by the Revolntionary Union as a 
"model of trade union work," also 
opposed the motion although they 
lacked the courage to speak, claiming 
in private that the RSC was "turrung 
white workers off" by calling them 
racist. This disgusting capitulation to 
racism is overshadowed only by their 

groups positioning themselves to the. sectarianism. ]~--,,-imple fact is Jehat 
left-of=sa1lTowskCMfrocha~ns chose -'Brea~out will not work with the RSC 
this opportunity to reassert h-i,...;; policy 
of running meetings with an iron hand 
to show that he will allow no 
opposition to his right-wing policies, 

RSC IS RACE-BAITED 

Prior to the meeting, and in the 
"discussion" itself, 'tlirocha's stooges 
race-baited ehe RSC ("what do whites 
know about the black community"), 
appealed to narrow trade-unionism 
("steelworkers shouldn't involve 
themselves with autoworkers' prob
lems"l, red-baited ("this group calls 
itself revolutionary") and engaged in 
inane hysterics ("they wan~ defense 
guards; does this mean every time 
two guys get into a fight over ,a glass 
of beer we've got to shoot one of 
them?"). Although several supporters 
of the motion were present, they were 
not allowed to speak against these 
attacks. 

Mirocha's support "'a" broader than 
just his lackeys. John Chico, Sadlow
ski's candidate for local president, 
supported Mirocha on this question 
although he afterward paid lip service 

because the RSC is Trotskyist. The 
effect of this sectarianism is that 
Breakout actively collaborates in the 
divisive policies of right-wing traitors 
like Mirocha and AbeL 

Despite the defeat at the meeting, 
the fight as a whole represents a 
\'ictory for the RSC, First, there was a 
good deal of rcs~)onse in the mill 
among "vorkers who did not come co 
the meeting: RSC bulletins discussing 
the issue were posted in shops 
throughout the mills. ll,[ore impor· 
tantly. the fight helped clarify the 
actual character of all non-revolution
ary (reformist and cent.rist) programs. 
Breakout and Rank and File Voice, 
each in their Own way, abandoned the 
revolutionary forces to accommodate 
to th" right-wing bureaucrats.. 

As the economi~ crisis deepens, and 
fascist attacks on blacks and the labor 
movement accelerate, the RSC will 
fight again and again for unity of tbe 
class to take the offensive against 
fascism. The RSC will prove in 
practice that only the revolutionary 
program it holds forth can organize a 
successful fight against fascism. 

http:Spartaci.st
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'Vorkers • APOLOGISTS FOR-RACISM
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by Bob Anderson 

, In the decades following World War I, black 
people in the millions were driven from the land,in 
the South and forced to migr~te to the. major 
industrial centers of the North. Many of these 
former sharecroppers and farmers could find jobs 
only in the relatively new and expanding mass 
production industries: steel, auto, rubber and so 
forth. Black workers today ~tand in the very heart 
of production, concentrated in the most difficult and 
dangerous jobs at the lowest wages. 

This fact is of great importance to socialist 
revolution in the United States. The most oppressed 
section of the working class is in position to take 
held of the central levers of industrial production. 
From the great Steel Strike of 1919, through the rise 
of the CIO, to the militant struggles of the 1960's, 
black workers have increasingly taken a leading role 
in the major battles of the proletariat. 

At the same time, the black people as a whole 
constitute an oppressed caste in American society. 
That is, they are forced into an oppressed position 

call for 
,-°to the ~~ . ... -oJ>.the-hasis-of-race_-.\!:!l!;ed w~th.diJlcrimin"tion in all 

.fields, blacks of every class are denied some of the 
most basic democratic rights: most importantly the 
free and equal sale of labor power. The capitalist 
class maintains the hlack~'masses as the most 

- depressed section of the labor force through a 
separate and unequal labor market. 

Thus the specific oppression of blacks includes 
aspects similar to both class and national 
oppression. This has led nearly every organization 
on the left to vacillate between seeing blacks as 
simply a super-exploited section of the working 
class or as a nation struggling for liberation. These 
two conflicting lines have translated historically as

lise the the petty-bourgeois strategies of integrationism and 
nationalism. q . 

;talinist 
on the FIGHTING OVER CRUMBS 
; telling 

would Both strategies accept the limits of capitalism, 
didn't), pitting black and white workers against each 'other, 
JPposed fighting over the few crumbs thrown out by the 
irocha's bourgeoisie. Integrationism has been the ideology 
r of the of the black middle class in its efforts to erase the 

should legal barriers to equality. The central goal has been 
to win entrance into the middle class occupations 
through improved education and the assimilation of 
the black masses into the white-dominated 

CISM "American mainstream." 
s hailed Nationalism has been the ideology of the black 
:l as petty-bourgeoisie in its attempts to compete witha 
:," also white· capital. The_aim has been to build up black 
;h they capitalism, and in some instances this has led to the 
:Iaiming call for a separate state. The nationalist movements 
turriing of the 1960's, known generally as the Black Power 
g them movement, did express black aspirations for 
atioD to dignity, cultural pride and decent living standards. 
by their From the ghetto rebellions to the trade union 
is that caucuses, black workers battled fiercely against 

he R:SC ~ [theIr explOItatIOn-and oppressIOn-:-BUC the mov~ 
ist. The ment dissipated because its petty-bourgeois leaders 
is that had no revolutionary strategy_ 
s in the The movements built around both ideologies have 
traitors in certain periods tapped the aspirations of black 

workers for social power and equality. But 
integrationism and nationalism run into theneeting, 

sents a dead-end of decaying capitalism. Capitalism is 
contracting_ There is no possibility of building upre was a 

;he mill biack capitalism linked at the top with white 
come to capitalism. The black petty-bourgeoisie is crushed 
3cussing as capital is concentrated and the amall business

men are driven out. 'Capitalism cannot offershops 
"upward mobility" for black workers or for the 
working class as a whole. In fact, large sections of 

impor~ 

rify the 
the middle class and petty-bourgeoisie are driven,olution
down into the ranks of the proletariat and millions,ograms. 
of workers are forced out of production entirely. e Voice, 

oned the 
nmodate 
s. 

Stalinists, from thelens, and 

By tailing after these'strategies, the centrists and struggle and point every effort t~ard maintaining 

reformists have erected a wall between the "democratic" capitalism, As James Ford, a leading 

democratic tasks and the struggle of the working black CPer, said in 1934: "... we Communists 

class for state power. The Stalinists have used these welcome this progress and desire to do everything 

two lines interchangeably in order to redirect th" possible to extend the work of building and 

revolutionary aspirations of black workers into broadening the movement_of the Negro people in 

reformist channels. From the CP's lines in the cooperation with the NAACP, the National Negro 

1930's to the Revolutionary Union's current line, Congress, and the Urban League and other 

the Stalini$ts have made their reputation as the organizations. " 

most cynical betrayers of the ~ struggle for black The Stalinists told black workers and- poor 

liberation and proletarian revolution. farmers to line up quietly behind the black' 


bourgeoisie and the "democratic" bourgeoisie as a 

STALINISTS ON BLACK LIBERATION whole in the great crusad", to save democratic 


capitalism, thus staving off the only alternative to

The CP's line on the black question flipped and capitalist barbarity, be it in its "d8~.atic" or

flopped through the 1930's in accordance with the fascist form, the socialist revolution. :J!IlIIJ
twists and turns of the Stalinist Comintern. During These gyrations continued through the Hitler
the Third Period (1928-1933) the CP pushed the Stalin Pact (1939-41) when the primary goal was to
'two-stage theory for black liberation. William Z. win blacks to the movement against the war. And
Foster, one of the leading Stalinist betrayers, put it during World War II, when the line was again
this way: ' turned on its head, the central task was convincing 

Theoretically, it is possible for the Negro people to blacks to support the war effort. What had been 
win national liberation, including the right to billed as the .. coming imperialist slaughter" hadself-determination and secession, within the frame

suddenly become a "just and democratic war_" Forwork of the American capitalist system. Theirs is a 

revolutionary bourgeois-democratic movement . 
 the Stalinista the black masses were only so much 

(Negro People ia American History, pp. 555-56) cannon fodder to be used in the interests of the 


Black workers"'",ere not to step beyond the Russian ruling class. The Stalinists capped their 

bounds e.pitalism. First the black nation (led by role as policemen and strikebreakers for the 

the "patrimic black bourgeoisie") would struggle 
 bourgeoisie throughout-the war -with~their enforce

for a separate capitalist state in the South and only 
 ment of the no-strike pledge. 

in the second stage would socialist revolution be on 
 The Stalinists' two lines on black liberation were 

the agenda. For the Stalinista, of course, the second now clear_ On the one hand pushing the black nation 

stage never comes. 
 in the South, limiting the final goal of hlack workers 


During this period the Stalinists mobilized 
 to the establishment of a separate capitalist state, 

sections of the working class in unemployed and on the other, liquidating the black question into 

struggles, organizing drives in the South, and 
 the struggle for reforms, preaching reliance on the 

various defense campaigns. Their defense of the 
 liberal bourgeoisie. Black workers were told to be 

Scottsboro boys (nine black youths framed on a content with bourgeois democracy. Both jines were 

rape charge) mobilized thousands of workers 
 counterposed to the proletarian revolution. 

nationally and internationally. The militancy and 


STALINISM VS. WORKERS' REVOLUTIONleft rhetoric surrounding these campaigns attracted 

a number of black subjective revolutionaries to the Stalin developed' the two-stage theory of 

CPo revolution and its counterpart, "Socialism in One 


In every fundamental sense, the Third Period line Country," in direct opposition to Trotsky'S theory 
of the Stalinist Comintern was sectarian and of the Permanent Revolution. But Stalin was by no 
ultra-left. In every country (including"the U.S.) they means the originator of the two-stage theory_ In the 
split the trade unions and attempted to build their Russian Revolution, the Mensheviks demanded 
own tiny "red trade unions." By doing so, the that the workers rely on Kerensky and the liberal 
Stalinists succeeded only in dividing the class. The bourgeoisie to defeat Czarism and establish 
workers in the social-democratic parties and trade capitalism. For the Mensheviks, socialism could be 
unions were defined as "social fascists." The on the agenda oniy after capitalism had fully 
Stalinists pointed not to the actual fascists, not to developed. 
the capitalists, but to these workers with reformist Lenin built the Bolshevik Party in the struggle 
illusions as the main enemy. They refused to take on against the Mensheviks and their reformist line. In 
the reformist leaders of the Social Democracy and 1917 Lenin broke decisively from any stagist notion 
denied in principle the possibility of any united of proletarian revolution, abandoning the slogan of 
front formation to destroy the growing fascist the "democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and 
movement. The Third Period line led the working peasantry." His developing views on the nature of 
class to slaughter_ capitalism in the epoch of decay, as elaborated in 

This sectarianism soon flipped to its other side: "Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism" 
blatant opportunism_ When the CP's class-splitting and other works of the period, dovetailed Trotaky's 
tactics ended in 'fEtier's almost unobstructed rise to~ the!Lry..9f Permanent Revolution. After the 19Q5_Jcc=~~~. 
power in Germany, these traitors quickly switched Revolution Trotsky saw that only the proletiiiian 
to the popular front and open class collaboration. revolution could defeat Czarism_' He further 
The call went out for an alliance with the developed the concept of Pennanent Revolution in 
"democratic" bourgeoisie across the board. opposition to the Stalinist betrayals after Lenin's 

In the U.S., this meant support for the "people's death. 
president," Franklin Roosevelt, and the liquidation Capitalism cannot deliver on the central promises 
of the black question into the struggle for minor of the bourgeois revolution: the destruction of 
reforms. During their ultra-left phase, the CP had feudalism, equality for all, national self-determina
railed against tlie NAACP as the lackeys of the tion, etc. In its epoch of decay, capitalism 
imperialist bourgeoisie. Now, in the popular front constantly attacks and destroys even those 
period, the NAACP was hailed as an absolutely democratic righta it once granted. In the backward, 
progressive force in the "Negro People's United semi-feudal countries the "national" bourgeoisie is 
Front." tied to imperialism, maintaining the remnants of 

All talk of self-determination- and proletarian feudalism as a club against the masses of workers
revolution was thrown in the garbage can as and peasants. Only the proletariat, by seizing power 
outdated material. According to the Stalinists, only in its own name, can complete the bourgeois-demo
the liberal bourgeoisie could save the working class cratic tasks and develop the productive forces of 
from fascism. The. CP's role ",as to bury the class' society to new heighta. 

CP to the RU, have consistently tailed 
the labor 
tSC will peffy-bourg~5'is black nationalism and midcJle d~_Jl'lt~grationism, .. 
ty of the 

against 
.rove in using these two lines interchangeably to channel black revolutionary
lutionary 
'ganize a 
ism. aspirations into bourgeois reformism. 

L 



Marxists do not sLand a;3id<.:~ in tht~ struggle for 
these democratic rights. VVe are t.he fiercest 
defenders of tlw democratic rights of blacks and all 
oppressed people. Through the fight. we expose Ule 

I mis!euden-; who wan;_ to limit the struggle to 
I reforms. \rYe fight to convince Uw black mas~('s of 

the necessary and inextricable link between the 
struggle for black liberation and the proletarian 
revolution. 

The various Maoist groupings in the U.S. today 
stand proudly on the two-stage theory; all stand for 
bourg(~ojs democracy in opposit.i()TI to socialist 
revolution--afteral1. 1v1110 only put into practicE' the 
theorie::; of his mentors: t.he Mensheviks and t>tuliu. 
These groups sing the praises of the "pr06"l'essive 
national bourgeoisie" and tell the 
internatiunal proleLariat. to sub
merge the class stn]ggle so as not 
to alie1lut.e their "bourgeois 
allies.'· 

The Communist Labor Party 
(CLP). the Odober L801,'ue (aLl. 
the Black Workers Congref>s 
(BWC L the Puerto l1ican Revo
lutionary Workers Organization 
(PRRWO). and others all con
tinue to parmt the traitorous CP 

I 
~.. 

line of the 1930' s on the black 
questioa Tnr _ t.hesr Stalinists, 
first comes the black riationlnIhe 
South and only in the next epoch 
can hlack workers talk about 
socialist ~·e\'()lution. These·'groups 
thus carry out the grossest 
eapitulaLions to black national
ism and separatism (which in 
l:vpical Stalinist fashion doesn't 
prevent tht'lTI from thf' 
NAACI"s in the 
next hrPill ill. 

TlU' Revolu t.ionary Union 
lSLalinist-tlaoi~:;t) also held high 
1.-his disgusting line its early days, 
hut ov(:'r l he pastJw() ~ th~sc 

!. latter-day St.alinists added 
some new twist~. They now claim 
to srand opposed to the two-stage 
theory for black liberation. 

LEFT IN COYER. 
RIGHT IN ESSENCE 

Tpe RU has attempted to can·e 
out a placE': for itself as the 
left-wing of Lhe Maoist milieu. Tu 

I 	 do so, thp:' must try LO explain 
av.,'ay the most right-wing aspects 
of tbe Stalinist line. Consequent
ly. the RU finds itself in one 
theoretical contradiction after another. For in
stance. the ltU has described the Soviet Union as 
state capitalist, but since it can·t break from Stalin, 
it must spend its time covering up the Stalinist 
counterrevolution of the 1930·5 and fabricating a 
case that. the transformation Look place under 
Khrushchev in the late 1950's. The nu "criticizes· 
the CP for supporting Roosevelt, yet its own call for 

Agamst" Imperialism LwitrleliOTo 
the same end when a wing of the U.S. ruling class 
decides to "bloc" ,,·ith China against the Soviet 
Union (already, China calls for strengthening 
NATO I. 

The RU is caught in a bind on the two-stage 
theory-its acceptance of Stalinism-Maoism halts 
every left tum at mid-step. Fundamentally, the RU 
accepts the two-stage theory: 

This first stage, the stage of new-democratic 
revolution, is still the stage of struggle in most of 
the Third World today .... the new democratic 
epoch in the colonies-as opposed to the old 
bourgeois-democretic epoch in Em-0p>3 •.•" (Red. 
Papers "'0. 6, p. 971 . 

All the talk of '·new democracy" and "old 
bourgeois democracy" should fool no one-new 
democracy is state capitalism. New democracy is 
the explicitly capitalist stage of the revolution, 
based on an alliance with the national bourgeoisie 
(the bloc of four classes j. While in theory this bloc is 
a step toward the dictatorship of the proletariat, it 

in fact represents a transitional stage in tlie 
non-proletarian-based revolution where the national 
bourgeoisie is utilized as an ally for a time untif-the 
new ruling class is consolidated.-The RU points to a 
whole epoch of new democracy, an ep_och of state 

·capitalism. The proletariat, you see, is not capable 
of ruling in its own name, so state capltali,sm is the 

hest that'g possible for t.he world's masses. All 
that's necessary is to'doak state capitalism in a 
revolutionary cover, in hopes that the proletariat 
and W'Hsantry vviH not see Llwi. they are :;till 
exploited and oppmssed by (now collcetj~' 
capit.alisL class rule. 

\tVithin t.he confines of it.s acceptance of the 
two-stage t.heory internalionally. ·the RU tries to 
dissociat.e itself from s5me of the most right~wing 
implicilt ions of this treacherous tine: While the OL 
happily fHirrots 1v1ao's support. to the Shah of Tran 
and Echeverria in ,Mexico, the RU explains that 
these are simply necessary "deals" and that 
revolutional'ie~ must stilt oppose these rel;lctionary 
capitalists. But Lhey are still left with NIuo's 
"Unit.ed Front the Superpowers," which 
calls for such cross-class alliances. And besides, the 
Shah, like Sibanouk of Cambodia, might support 

"direcLing the main fire" they are abbut t.o tInite' 
with a section of the bourgeoisie. ,Try as they ·may, 
the RU hi unable to distinguish their United Front-

Imperialbm_ from the CP's Anti-1\lonopo!y 
In fact, they represent·· the '3iOtle 

polilics- -leading working dass to the daughter 
hy tying it to the bourgeoisie~ 

NEW PERIOD? 

polemics with tbe BWC and PRHWO, the 
RlJ takes the position that the ,black question has 
now entered a new period in the U .8. The previous 
period, for the RU, was the struggle for national 
liberation, which Lhey see as peasant question anG, 
a hom-gco"is-dernoeratic task. During this period, the 
RU stands on the Stalinist line of the 1930's, but 
since that time they say the question has been 

Martin Luther King at March om Washington in August 
1963. The integrationist movement expressed the desire of 
bla.cks for equality hut fostered illusions that decaying 

capitalism couM be' reformed to provide equality_Most 
centrists capitulate to this illusion. 

the "nev' democratic" revolution. transfonned: 
In the U.S., the R.U -stands for one-stage This situation has radically dllange-d since the 

revolution, for blacks as well as whites. Here the 1930's, and the eS5entially baurgeois-democratic 
demands that the Comintern then placed at theprocess is reversed- the two-stage theory is 
center of the Black liberation struggle-doing awaydropped, but keeps slipping in through the back with the feudal sharecropping system in the South

door. aJrldt its legal rel1ection in segregation by law 
The RU's strategy for proletarian revolution in thro\.lg~out the V,~.-has heel[! earned through in 

the.l.LS...is...the Uniterl_Eront-Against ImperjaHsID-.---- the maIn_ (R~vo~~]~.n,. March, 197_5, p. 10). _ ~ 1 

They seek to tie the proletariat to the black and Jrerethe RU gets mto anopeIess theoretlCa. 
"anti-monopoly" sections of the bourgeoisie in a muddle. The RU conten~s th~t ?I~cks as a group 
dIsastrous popular front. The RU is taking care of are oppres.sed by capItalism. h,s IS a good start.l 

b~siness as usual, bv uniting the bourgeoisie The questlOn then IS how. 
against itself.· It is undeniably true that the post-war period has 

They define blacks as a "proletarian nation" in brought tremendous changes to the United ~tates 
order to include the black bourgeoisie: ill gen,:,ral ~nd to the status of blacks ill particular. 

On the othe~ l,-;;nd. the black hourge<>isie lll'lrl Themlgr.atlOn of blac~s from the land and out of the 
petit-bourgeoisie is dominated the monopniy 'South (gIven the big Impulse dunngWorld War II) 
capitalists and suffers under rule of li":.S. continued in the post-war period. As a result, the 
imperialism_ For this reason, if the correct position overwhelming majority of blacks are urban dwelling 
on the national question is upheld these sections can industrial workers and are not held in bondage by 
be united in struggle against U.S_ imperialism. {Red semi-feudal sharecropping. But this in no way 
Papers ~o. 5, p. 34) signals the fact that the fundamental nature of the 

_ The KU thus tells black workers that they must rely oppression of blacks has changed. They are still 
on the black bourgeOiSIe and petty bourgeOISIe who oppressed by their denial of basic bourgeors-demo
also "suffer under the rule of.'imperialism." 

Through the back-door the RU also includes the 
"anti-monopoly·' hourgeoisie in their class-treason 
front: 

In a time of revolutionary crisis some of this group 
(the anti-monopoly capitalist.) may be crushed and 

~:D::t_~~~::~;::::s:~ot::r:::::O~~~;!~~~~ 
In this situation the proletariat wi:~ take tactical 
advantage of this conilict ... by dfir€cting the main 
fire at the monopoly capitalists-and dealing with 
people in this group depending on their actions .... 
(Draft Program, p. 73) 

Make no mistake, when the RU talks about 

cratic rights; oniy the form of this denial has 
changed. 

PERMANENT REVOLUTION 

Trotskyists say·that. the oppression of blacks is 
based on their denial of basic bourgeois-democratic 
right.s (either openly or covertly). We encourage the 
greatest struggle to win these rights under 
capitalism ·and- at the same time fight to show that 
they can only be fully won through the dictatorship 
of the proletariat. This is the theory of the 
Permanent Revolution, and it is diametrically 
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opposed to the StelinistcMenshevik notion of th!l 
two~stage revolution which relegates the proletarian 
revolution to the indefinite future (Le., never). 

The RU, in g un-Leninist manner, fudges the 
whole question. they accept that hlac1{s are 
oppressed as a group they have thB following 
choices: 11 Blacks are oppressed as a group and this 
is the resu]t of -'the continued denial of bourgeois
democratic rights to blacks. In this case, the RU 
C£H continue tu call for a two-stage revoluUon in the 
United States and fall into 8}cplicit Menshevism, or 
they can support the Permanent Revolution, i.e~, 
the Leninist-Trotskyist truth that the problem can 
only be solved through the dictatorship of the 
prolet.ariat; 2) Blaeks are oppres,9oo as il f.,'TOUp and 
this is not the result of th" denial to blacks of 
bourgeois-democratic rights but of something new. 

To avoid the dilemma of No.1, the nu has chosen 
No.2. This enables them to 
elaim to stand on the 
Sk1jinist-Menshevit~ posi~ 

tion up through World War 
II and a t the same time to' 
deny its validity today, i.e~, 
to differentiaLe themselves 
from the rest of the Maoist 
milieu which arb'lles that 
the proletarian revolution 
is not on the order of the 
day. This is all very 
c_onvenient but has a couple 
~of snags. ~lflil~<;ks lI!.e 1)0 

longer oppressed by their 
denial of democratic rights, 
how are they oppressed, by 
magnet.ic lines of :::forcef 
This the ltU carefully 
avoids answering. 

If blacks are no longer 
oppresseci by their denial of 
bourgeois~democrati c 
rights. this means that 
capiu-dism has overcome 
this defect of its previous 
stege. In other words, 
capitalism is progressive, 
in which case there is no 
objective basis for the 
proletarian revolution at 
this time and we are back 
at Menshevism. 

For the ltU the epoch of 
imperialist decay is simply 
some half-haked theory 
concocted by Lenin. They 
see U.S. capitalism clip
ping along, solving the 
democratic tasks as it goes, 
progressive forever. 

This is why the RU 
liquidates the struggle for 
black liberation and prole
tarian revolution into the 
struggle for bourgeois re
forms~ They bury every 
demand that threatens cap
italism and seek every 
avenue for tying the work
ing celass to the liberal 

demands of the most op
pressed sections of the 
proletariat as divisive and 
counterposed to the inter
ests of their own base: the 
aristocracy of labor and the petty bourgeoisie. The 
chauvinist, anti-Marxist content of the RU's line 
finds its sharpest expression in the current battles 
around busing in Boston. 

The RU is opposed to busing in Boston, but over 
and over in their press they pledge allegiance to the 
ideology of integrationism. They make it clear they 
are not opposed to the bourgeois strategy of busing: 

While "it is coned to oppose this particular busing 
pian we ... do not support or oppose busing in the 
abstract, though we are in principJe for integra
tion. ~ ~ (Revolution, Nov~ 1974, p. 21) ~ 

Nearly every organization On the left has 
capitulated ·openly. to the liberals on the busing 
question~ The 010, the CLP, and others do nothing 
but tail behind the NAACP_ The RU has attempted 
to differentiate itself from these groups, by. making 
bows to the necessity of class unity to oppose the 
liberal strategy~ Yet the RU views the struggle in 
Boston in totally classless -terms. Their-main initial 
slogan, "People must unite to smash the Boston 
Busing Plan," could appear on any KKK leaflet~ 
The Stop Sign symbol which the RU used in its first 

leaHeLs has oeen the symbol of the racist They counterpose better facilities in black and Latin 
Kerrigan-Hicks forces in their fight against the' schools along with the' old petty-bourgebis battle 
black students. The ltU leadership tails after the 
most backward consciousness in the working class: 
white chauvinism. . iJt 

For these traitors', defending the black students 
only divides the working class. The final demand of 
their treacherous four-point program in Boston is: 
"Support the ~lti~ht of Black and Latin People to 
Defend Themselves against Organized Racist 
Attacks." (Revolution, Nov. 1974, p. 20) That's 
very liberal of the racists who currently lead the 
RU~ Their thugs are quickly mobili;,;ed to attack 
other organizations in the workers' movement: 
most importantly those tendencies which they are 
incapable of defeating politically. This is the basic, 
of their ussaults on the cadre of the RSL. 

But when it comes to actually defending the black 

Black Power movement symbolized groWing seH-confidence of blacks, but was led by 
petty~bourgeoi§ nationalists whO' placed race before class. After capitulating to 
IUationalism. RU now panders before white racism. 

students in Boston, they sit on their hands in a 
sickening capitulation to racism. They will allow 
blacks and Latins to defend themselves, but the 
cowardly RU leadership wants no part of it. And 
why are only organized racist attacks men.tioned? 
Apparently, blacks are to quietly accept the 
unorganized attacks in order to build unity with 
their atteckers_ The real content of this line comes 
out most clearly when the ltU discusses the fighting 
and attacks on black students at Collinwood High 
School in Cleveland: 

Nor is it fundamentally a question of winning white 
workers to the defense of Black people from racist 
attacks •. : It's not plt'mcipruly a mAtter of 
defending Blacks against whites, but of tmiting 
everyone against our real enemy .... (Revohntion, 
April 1975, p. 9) 

For the ltU, unity means refusing to defend black 
students~ Unity means refusing to fight against 
national chauvinism and racism. This "'unity" is an 
attack on blacks and can only lead black workers 
and our class as a whole to sNmghter. 

Finally, the RU refuses to defend the right of 
black students to attend the school of their choice. 

cry of community control: 
Decent If':...hAcation 1<'or An, Equal E.rluca.tienru 
ResOui'c<::tJ t3 Hire~-Blr:c1t mndrLRtiii 'rell\c!iliMS--for 
Language !md Cultu["n1 Programs Emd Better 
F.cilities in Black and Latin Schools; Improve All 
Scho-oRa, Community Coritrol of Allocation of Funds. 
(Revolution, Nov, 1974, p. 20) 

At whose Gxpense will these better facilities be 
built? 'I'he ItU nevel' mGntions-~they certainly 
wouldn't want to alienate their allies, the capitalist 
class. The ltU believes the demands will be met by 
"progressive" capitalism. Unfortunately, capitala 

ism is decaying and constantly -taking away the few 
crumbs it has thrown out for education ,md social 
services in general. By posing the demands in terms 
of improving black and Latin schools on the one 
hand and improving white schools on the other, the 
RU as usual does the greatest sentiee for the 
bourgeoisie. The RU aetively pits blaek and Latin 
workers against white wor!wrs in a light over the 

-droppings of the capitalist class. T_ talk of unity 
is nothing but a cyniclil cover.. 1 

Throughout his political life, Lenin pounded 
home the necessity for communists to bend over : 
backwards to defend the most oppressed sections of 
the working class. This is the only road to unity. 
The ltU bends over backwards to defend the 
bourgeoisie and the most virulent poisons which 
divide the proletariat: national chauvinism and 
racism. 

I 

NOrBUSINGI NO RACISM! 

The Revolutionary Socialist Leagne calls on all 
class-conscious workers to oppose the busing 
str~~egy". of the l~l>eral bourgeoisie. The various 
busing plans divide the proletariat by. attempting to 
whip up a racist hysteria among white workers to 
be used as a club to beat back the struggles of 
blacks. 'I'he liberals hope that by sending more 
black students to the predominantly white schools, 
some of that "whiteness" will rub off~ The cringing 
liberals pray that busing will help to "civilize" 
blacks. Busing is a direct attack on the masses of 
black people. 

In the face of the economic crisis. busing is being 
proposed as a way to 8i ttack all workers, and 
especially black workers. Blacks, promised better 
education, willlle given the back of the hand as the 
bourgeoisie uses divisions inside the class to slash 
school budgets as part of their general attecks on 
public services, public employee layoffs and the 
overall ravages of unemployment and innation~ 

The RU's failure to call for a militant defense of 
black workers and students in Boston,-~th" real 
targets of the bourgeois busing attacks, is the 
grossest indictment of their ~ntire political' 
approach~ They capitulate to the racism of the most I 

backward white workers- they support busing in 
principle, and only oppose it in practice because 
some white workers are racist. Therefore, they fail 
to warn that busing is primarily an attack on 
blacks. They fail to call for armed workers' qefense 
gnards to defend the black children. . 

RU revisionists notwithstanding, blacks in this 
country remain deprived of basic democratic 
rights. Decaying capitalism cannot qualitativeiy , 
improve their lot. Indeed, crisis-wracked capitalism ' 

RU's theory of "progressive" 
directly to the abandonment of the struggles of the 
most oppressed sectors. And just as the RU 
abandons the struggle for defense of blacks in ' 
Boston, just as it tells blacks in this country that 
their struggles can oniy be divisive, so it will tell the 
entire working class in the future to restrain their 
struggle for fear of alienating the "anti-monopoly" 
bourgeoisie (the "progressive'''~pitalists). 

Revisionist theory has alread\ lee the RU to 
violent betrayal in Boston. Those wilp,1mve illusions 
in the ltU's claims to be revolutionalw shOUld learn 
these lessons well. Capitalism will attack the 
working class ever more viciou¢ly, and th9 
proletariat cannot hope to survive on scraps left 
over by the bourgeoisie_ Black workers cannot be 
told to hold back their struggles in hopes that gains 
will fall from the skies. White workers cannot be 
told that the aspirations of blacks for their denied 
democratic rights are "divisive." Rather, the 
struggles must be fused. with the struggle for 
·socialist demands through the perspective of the 

Permanent Revolution! 


CONDEMN RU RACISM! 

DEFEND THE BLACK STUDENTS! 

OPPOSE BOURGEOIS STRATEGIES! 

FOR THE PERMANENT REVOLUTION! 
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The United Stales is still in the 
early of economic and social 
crisis. tremendous wealth of U.S. 
capitalism and its dominant position 
in international has meant 
that the U.S. hi], able to protect 
itself from the dfpcts of t.he crisis at 
t.he expense of other countries. As a 
result, the crisis has devctoped more 
slowly here, and it has on 1)-.' recently 

'bYoken futlyinto tl",-open-. 
The U.S. ruling class i, just 

beginning to understand the implica
tions of the crisis. It is only now 
realizing that the crisIs--·'i's ~ truly 
international and t.hat it poses a 
deadly threat to the capitali,t system" 

a w hole. It is no\-,' recognizing 
tbat some sort of rule will 
be necessary to the working 
class, hold the l'(llllHry togdher and 
fight for the interests of the U.S. 
bourgeoi~il' agJinst its internat.ional 
rivals. I t -is o~ly now coming to see 
that t.he international struggle for 
natural resource&! investment oppor~ 
tunities and market.s will increase, 
posing the threat of world war. 

Since the crisis has not yet posed 
these dangers directly. differences 
within the ruling class over how to 
handle the crisis have not emerged 
sharply and there is as vet no 
polarization in bourgeois circ~les. In
stead there is a form of maneuvering 
for position among the various 
bourgeois political currents. v...rith only 
a .few exceptions. such as the busing 
question, clear political counterposi
tion has not accompanied the maneu
vers. Each of the currents is afraid to 
be the first to break the post-W ater
gate bipartisan front of unity, and the 
ruling class does noL yet feel an 
intense pressure to coopt or repress 
plebeian struggle. 

RUSSIA OR CHINA? 

ruling class are by and large hidden, 
vague outlines of the differences can 
be seen. Concerning international 
policy, the main line oVpotential 
fracture is the question of detente, 
which in reality is the question of how 
the U.S. should construct an imperial
ist alliance, specifically whether the 
U.S. should orient toward Russia or 
China. Quite naturally, the fact that 
this division is only embryonic is a 
reflection of the fact that the detente 
itself is still intact, that the old 
international division of labor has not 
yet fully collapsed. 

LIBERALS' DILEMMA 

This dynamic is repeated in regard 
to domestic questions. The fact that 
the masses have not yet responded 
openly to the crisis. has meant that 
differences among bourgeois circles 
over how to handle the domestic 
aspects of the crisis have not burst 
fully into the open. The aftennath of 
the Watergate affair is a case in point. 
The liberals are serious about a 
veto~proof Congress since they are 
afraid of another Nixon-type president 

deepens, a scramble for new imperialist WignmE,mts will this !fJracture could be seen during Nixon's "historic" visits cor 
occur. A major split could Deeill' in the American. ruling class alno3rl. 
over whetllner alignment 'Witb RI!HISnn or China would 

the power of the presidency:-At every 
tum, however, the liberals come up 
against the same dilemma. To build 
their strength in Congress the liberals 
must appeal to the masses' suspicions 
and distrust of the government. At the 
same time they must ensure that this 
sentiment does not get out of hand 
and become an epidemic of radicalism, 
since this would threaten the basic aim 
of the entire ruling class to create a 
state strong enough to coopt or 
repress the masses. The result is a 
maneuvering for position among the 
bourgeois factions without any of 
them raisi~g clear hanners. 

LABOR BUREAUCRATS DIVIDED 

The key to the apparent calm in 
U.S. politics- has been-the labor 
bureaucracy, which controls the only 
really mass organizations American 
workers have. Until recently the crisis 
was not wreaking uncontrolled havoc 

willing to aouse his power to further 

his ovm fJctional interests. Ne,'crthp

le~;~;. iln' not for weakening Lht' 

pO\\'l'r t.he ('xecutive branch; on ! he' 

contrarv are for 

till' P()~\,('t the adminisLta [.ion 

order to ltlcrease the ruling l'las~;' 


ahility to deal with the masses. 

Consequently they must simultan

eously move to i [Incase their power in 
Congress withou t seriously weakening 

was able to work with Nixon. This 
relationship has continued under 
Ford, and the result has been to keep a 
lid on the growing anger and 
bitterness of the workers. 

Although the labor bureaucracy 
remains relatively free of overt 
internal strife, a major line of division, 
one which has remained more or less 
constant throughout the post-war 
period, can be seen. This is the split 
between the dominant sector of the 
labor bureaucracy led by AFL-CIO 
President George Meany and the 
liberal wing, now led by United Auto 
Workers President Leonard Wood
cock. The fanner rests on a largely 
craftunion base and generally orients 
toward the wing of the Democratic. 
Party led by Cold War-liberal SeMtor 
Henry Jackson. The liberal wing, 
hased largely on industrial workers 
'and public employees, leans toward 
the left wing of the Democratic Party 

on the lives of unionized workers. That.. 
is, sin~e enough fnt remained in the 
system to sustain ilh.l!ii()n~ of future 
improvement of t.!H' cunditions of 
certain sectors of thl' working class, 
[.he labor bureaucracy was ahle to keep 
the workers in line. As <l result the 
bureaucracy and the bourgeoisie were 
able to maintain an active and friendly 
collaborative relationship. DespiLc 
certain rumblings, .the labor leadership 

lnf 
inc 
rae 
not 

the most parochial side of the the 
consciousness of the workers. The put 
most striking result of his efforts is tim 
the Experimental Negotiating Agree of t 
ment which ties the union to an be 
explicit no-strike deal. ly, 

bet'
The liberal wing has a more ruli

sophisticated approach. Instead of 
openly proclaiming its class collabora

sorr 
thai

tionist intentions, this wing prefers to in
fudge over the question and pose its dis,
strategy in terms of the "national fore
interest." This enables it to pass itself tenc
off as more socially" concerned," mOre app
interested in blacks, Latins, women 
and general social problems of the coni
country. While no less collaboration· by
ist, this sector of the bureaucracy is Sine
somewhat less parochial than' the the
conservative wing and puts forward a ther
nationalist outlook that parades under with
the banner of internationalism. Arnold with
Miller, president of the United Mine devE\Vorkers, who came to power at the 

and looks for a Kennedy-type figure 

who will Pl'oject a broader social in)age 

than does ,iackson. 


Todw\" there,.. is little clear 

grarnm,"ltic difference between 

currents: Uwy represent poles in t.lw 


.bureaucracy j'(Jther than hard and 
factions. 'XTtJiough hoth forces are 
reformist, each prom~tes a some~ 
what different form o~ro-capitalisl 
ideology. The former peddles a 
traditional racist point of view that 

expresses the consciousll_ess of the 

petty bourgeoisie and the skilled, 

white labor aristocracy. The lalLc~r 


expresses a more liberal vi(~w that 

reflects the consciousness of the liberal 

mi~e classes, including the b~c.ck 

middle class and the better·off sectors 

of the industrial workers. 
 I

The division within the labor Th 
bureaucracy ret1ects differences over an 
specific tactics to bind the workers to W. 
capitalism. I.W. Abel of the Steel

otworkers has. taken the lead: in the 

conservative approach. He h~ 


spadvocates the crassest form of 
urcollaboration, the necessity of labor 
thand management to work together on 
ha a plant by plant and industry by 

industry basis. His approach is cr: 

parochial and he appeals directly to ra 
ap 
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head of a union reform movement with the lines of difference within the matter h<l'll combative, could not Although the strategies of the 
the help of the liberal establishment bureaucracy will become ~learer. break with the dominant ideology. various S(l!:oors .of. theJahDr.,hureauc,.. 
and the Federal Government, is a At the same time, . under the' ConcJ;'etely, U.S. capitelism was racy and the petty-bourgeois ""d 
relatively new face in the crowd and \ pressure' of the workers, the 'labor strong enough to coopt the "libera middle class misleaderships are visible 
most likely a harbinger of things to bureaucracy as a whole will move left tion" movements through a combina only in broad outline, they will become 
come. with ~he intent of coopting the tion of jobs for the leaders and a few clearer as the economic crisis deepens . 

struggle.,This leftward motion will not gains foro' thl!lllll!lissea,(most of-which -and-'th1l' cJ.imniUiiir iif-;ffiij .working-::-~~.s. 
LIBERAL BUREAUCRATS WIN 	 be homogeneous. Some sectors of the are ,being wit1UlFawn). ' class accumulates. The pressure of:the . I . 

bureaucracy will move left faster and Meanwhile,· the "termination',' of class struggle, in other words, will I
These poles in the labor bureaucracy 

farther than others, while some may the' war in Vietnam in 1973 on , .force the v",rious sectors of the ruling ! '. 
represent- in general the consciousness imperialist terms by the Paris' Accords class to' propose radical' sounding \
of the skilled white workers on ·the one not move at all: The liberal wing will was suffiCient' to completely deflate solutions to the crisis in order to coopt 
hand and the better-off sectors of the take on a more left-sounding ,cover 	 and-or repress 'the Inthe anti-war movement. 	 masses. this
unionized industrial workers on the than will the MeanyiWs, while radical The result was that the "revolution	 way, the present political 'stalelllate rlON ism" of the petty-bourgeois radicaliz will give way to II polarizatipn within 

'ation was liquidated by the' move , society, not only ..between toe classes 
my-type figure inent's inability to break with the . in the 'form of a heightened class 
ler social image bourgeoisie. This was underlined by struggle, but also within the bour

the May-June events in France of geoisie. 
;tle clear pro 1968. What appeared to be the high Within the ruling Class, there will 
between these point of the achievement of the develop an explicit division over the 
at poles in the petty-bourgeois radical movements, question of the detente and the related 
a hard and fast the alliance of the French workers and issues.of a "progressiveH variety, such 
lth forces are students, was actually the beginning as anti-inilitarism, welfare-statism and 
[gates a some of their ebb. nationalization .ertain ·industrial 
r pro-capitalist With the new period that com sectors. The li ,I wing of the 
!t peddles a menced in 1968, the main elements of bourgeoisie will be the major propon
; of view that the petty-bourgeois leaders hips openly ent of a popular front "progressive" 
usness of the capitulated to capitalism and adopted approach, while the conservative wing 
I the skilled, a purely reformist and pressure group will stress an aRti-detente line- that 
:y~ The' latfer strategy. Former black and women's is, a line oriented toward an alliance 
!tal view that liberation~ student and anti-war move with China, militarism and a more 

direct assault on the workers, especial
ing the black Democratic Party and government 
ss of the liberal 	 ment leaders and militants joined the 

ly its oppressed sectors. Both ap
tter~off sectors- institutions. Here, despite their inten proaches require a move toward a 

strong state and Bonapartism, al
in the labor anti-radical counterinsurgency efforts 
!ts. 	 tions, they became the agents of the 

though the former will garb itself in
The post-war U .S.labor bureaucracy has been vaguely split between dominant radical-sounding rhetoric, while thelfferences over and a, fake-militant wing-ledJ,y !JAW heads Reuther [abo4th Meany J and, aimed directly to quash the masses' 

the workers to W-oodcock. 	 struggles.' latter- will base itself far moreMajol!-split will oecur when workers' militancy-forcerbureaucratsleft:- 
of the Steel By the early 1970's, a new strategy explicitly on an appeal to racism, 

other. The line up in reality however forces will make their appearance and chauvinism and imperiali."m...e lead: in the 	 emerged involving the mobilization of 
has' not always been this clear. For expand their influence. ,. He openly 	 the petty bourgeoisie and the middle If a relatively slow pace of the class
specific historical reasons, some

form of class 	 class by appeals tf> ethnic conscious struggle continues for some time, as
unions of an industrial type, such as PETTY-BOURGEOISssity of litbor 	 ness in the working class, middle class now seems likely, the possibility of the
the UMW and the Steelworkers, have MOVEMENTSrk together on 	 civil libertarianism and desires for working class bypassing a popular
had leaderships which have held to theI industry by 	 The trade union bureaucracy is not anti-labor Bonapartist measures such ,front-type development diminishes.
craft unionist, conservative approach

approach is 	 the sole agent for misleading the as wage controls. The likely prospect is therefore aNew
rather than the expected liberal

.ls directly to 	 working class. Especially in the The victory of Ramsey Clark in the Dealish movement within the Demo
approach. This may be changing. United States, where the class line has 1974 New York Democratic primary cratic Party on one ,side, and a
Miller's victory in the UMW placed never been very clear to the masses on a civil libertarian, reform and coagulation of right wing forces (both 
the miners' union on the liberal side. sections of the middle classes ana honest government platform repre party and non-party) on the other. In
The victory of the liberal bureancrat petty bourgeoisie have served as an sents one side of this approach. The , the longer run the formation of a
Ed Sadlowski in Steelworkers District important political prop to bourgeois victory of Barbara Mikulski in the 'radical-bourgeois third party is likely, 
31 by an overwhelming vote may rule. Particularly during the post-war Maryland Democratic primary on an with a comparable development on the
foretell a similar development in the boom, the top-most petty-bourgeois ethnic_.flopulist appeal indicates the right a distinct 'possibility.
USWA. Another basically industrial 

layers increased their wealth and, possibilities of another. The latter In this "independent" bourgeois
union which still has a leadership political power and became loyal approach is based on the rising anger formation, the Communist party will
representing the cmiservative ap

defenders of U.S. capproach is the Teamsters union, led by 
italism. As a result ofFrank Fitzsimmons, one of the most 
this position theycraven of the labor hacks. Whether or serve as a crucialnot former IBT President Jimmy 
transmission belt ofHoffa is allowed to contest for power 
bourgeois ideologyin the union, there can be little doubt into the working classthat Fitzsimmons will face a challenge and the oppressedfrom some aspiring bureaucrat with masses.the sense to base himself on the An important secgrowing anger and militancy of the 
tor of the. preaentTeamster rank and file. middle class and petThese divisions within the bureauc ty-bourgeois misleadracy are visible only as shadows; erships have theirreflecting the fact that the differences in the radical 

ginning of hidden. The shadow boxing cannot 1960's. These move
.ric" visits continue for too long, however. ments were part of an

Inflation and unemployment will international radicalincrease the pressure on the bureauc ization of layers of the 
racy, even if the class struggle does middle classes and
not visibly intensify. The pressure on petty bourgeoisie in
the bureaucrats will force the hacks toside of the the 1960's. They were 

workers. The put pressure on the bourgeoisie, at a a distinct response to 
his efforts is time when the ability and willinguess the contradictory na

tiating Agree- of the latter to grant concessions will ture of the post-war
union to an be siguificantly reduced. Consequent prosperity which fo

ly, the present cozy relationship mented the aspira French students take over SorboDDe. Radicalization of petty bourgeoisie and middle class throughout the 
between the bureaucracy and the tions of these sectors 1960's culminated iD French events of 1968. Following this, the majority of the petty~bourgeoi8 leadershlphas a more ruling class will be replaced by a 	 openly capitulated to bourgeois reformism. but denied them thet. Instead of somewhat more antagonistic (al means to fulfill them. :lass collabora though still collaborationist) one. This 	 playa significant but not hegemonicThe defeat of the proletariat at the end and desperation within the workingving prefers to in tum will intensify the political of World War II and the consequent class. Mikulski and sectors of the role. The liberal bureaucrats, of the 

1 and pose its disputes within the ruling class, isolation and demoraliZation of the Jewish and Catholic liberal establish type of Woodcock, Mazey and Miller
the "national forcing the crystalliza:tion of various revolutionary vanguard elements de ments are projecting a revival of will play the role that the Social
it to pass itself tendencies, each espousing a different ethnic identification within the work Democracy plays in Europe. Thetermined the political character oflcerned," more approach to keep the workers in place. these movements. ing class. By fanning and manipulat- formation may also include a "revolu
latins, women In other words, the, bipartisan tionsry" left wing composed of
lblems of the 	 ing this sentiment, they hope toconfiguration of today will be replaced Thus in the absence of a revolutiou	 Maoist and other centrist forces.
collaboration- by a more open factional situation. ary proletarian leadership theSe petty define the issues facing the working Appearing to be opposed to the

lureaucracy is 	 bourgeois radical movements stayed class' and the oppressed masses inSince the different groupings within 	 "two-party" system, looking like it is
rial toon-- the th"labOr-bureaucracy oona- to aligu well witltin the bounds 6rOOiirgeois terms of narrow paroohia1-oonsidera ahti-capitalist or at least anti-m.onop
puts forward a themselves with different groupings democracy, no matter how radical tions. In this way they work to blnnt oly, such an "independent" radical
parades under within the ruling class, the friction tliey may have appeared at any given class consciousness and maintain the although bourgeois party" will be
nalism. Arnold 	 time. The enraged intelligentsia and hold of petty-bourgeois leadership andwithin the bureaucracy will also 	 a most effective tool in entrapping the 
, United Mine 	 its allies who led the movements, ideology over the workers. develop into a more factional state and no 	 radicalized workers. 
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A United Front Proposal to Sup· 

t 

The Revolutionary Socialist League 

has issu~ 'n united front proposal to 
all leftists and militants in CLUW (the 
proposal is reprinted below). We call 
for .joint action. '~o fight rampant 
red-baiting and witch-hunts by CLUW 
bureaucrats. We also propose a fight 
to bring unorganized and unemployed . 
women into CLUWand a program 
addressing, the needs of these women. 

October League supporters have 
receritly called for such a fight in order 
to buird CLUW. RSL supporters know 
that the bureaucrats would destroy 
CLUW before allowing it to become an 
instmment of class stl1lgg1e fighting 
for the needs of the most oppressed 
workers. In the'past, OL supporters 
have: shThd away from a corifrolltation 
witHlULUW btil'eaUcrats. Our united 
front;'broposal tests their new-found 
rhetoric. Will their deeds match their 
words? Will they join in an aggressive 
fight to smash the red-baiting and 
purge atmosphere that has been 
created? Will they actively stl1lggle to 
open CLUW, both formally 
politically. to the most ~ oppressed 

- -WOmen wofkGis?"(')f>willt~, and the
othet'centrist'currents in CLUW, 
continue to capitulate to the reformist 
bureaucrats and leave the fight.,.'li\(ely 
on paper? 

ATTACK ON AlLLWORKERS 

The attack against the left 
CLUW is an attack On all workers. 
is one and the same with the conscious 
strategy of the CLUW leadership to 
prevent the developn1.ent of a revolu
tionary working women's movement. 
Women labor bureaucrats did not 
form CLUW out of anv"desire to fight 
for the nOOds of wome~ workers. Quite 
the contrary. Because women workers 
have become highly conscious of their 
special oppression in the past period, 
the bureaucrats formed CLUW to 
prevent this consciousness from ex~ 

tending to full class consciousnes~. 
They exclude unorganized women 
worK'ers -as pait~~ortllls'-sIrategy of 
keeping the working class divided and 
to maintain CLUW as an organization 
based On higher·paid workers. 

When CLUW was first formed, it 
seemed that there was a chance that·it 

Struggle in CL • 
cporte~,JJ>e=OGtober~.J..fJagll<l;= all 
Communists, Militants andlliinkiand 
File from Supporters of The Revolu~ 
tionary Socialist League. 

A recent article in The Call, 
newspaper of the October League, lias 
the following to say about CLUW: 

Rank and file-women are realizing that 
tire struggle in CLUW is part "'"' pareel 
of the struggle against the labor 
aristocracy. which is raging throughout 
the.wUou today. CLUW can't be built 
intO amass women's labor organization 
without exposing their aims and defeat· 
ing th.ir line in CLUW. 

Nowilere is the attitude of these 
aristocrats towards the IIlU8eS clearer 
thau in their stand toward minority 
womeD. Tbey have consistently refused 
to allow unorganized women to be 
members of CLUW .•.. 

The struggle in CLUW is an impOrtant 
part of the effon to bring the masses ~f 
working women -into tbe labor move· 
ment and the rank and m...."bility to 
build CLUW .r.stson how thoroughly 
tbe traitors inside it can be exposed-and 
defeated. 

The road for the labor movement in this 

-would attract broad .. support and 
participation from traae union women. 
The founding convention had a large 
turnout and included broad represen· 
tation from snpporters of left groups. 
There was a vehement fight to endorse 
the United Farm Workers against the 
Teamstets which engaged most of the 
women present. Leftists were electe£,i 
to~t_em several l<)8ding bodies. 

CENTRISTS CAPITULATE 

But the bulk of the leftists in CLUW 
have thrown their support to the 
conservative bureaucrats. The "cen~ 
trists by and large applauded CLUW's 
support of the ERA ..-that hallmark of 
the middle class women's movement, a 
bourgeois vehicle to destroy protective 
legislation. They passively sat by 
without opposing indications of sup-, 
port to the Democratic Party. Some 
centrists wen~ so far as to support the 
CLUW bure.,rats when they played 
hostesses to international guests of 

Women workers at Farah plant during strike demanding recognition of Amalgamated 
Clothing Workers Union. CLUW bureaucracy excludes workers waging organizing 
struggles, thus barring membership to many black_and Latin women, who are among the 
most militant workers. 

period of crisis is the road of class tion around demands pushed through task facing class~conscious women
st....ggl. Th~l~c...ts-m.i~ tilllleft. !BlChcafr fulhmJplQ;}'ffient,a liot~erely-erit;;cize-t-he-bttreaucrats \tc:~----:I-c="""tl<>rm! 
and outside CLUW oppose this, like the 
fai.thfullackey~ of imperi~sm ~hey are. 
WIth revolutioD.ary leadership, how· 
~ve~, million. 01 women <l1li be brought 
mto :th. fight back. . . . TIf,"'-ai-ticie in The Call also attacks 

sup}ibl-ters of the Socialist Worket's 
Party and the Communist Party for 
providing "left cover" for these 
bureaucrats. But, indeed, if all the 
words in The Call article are not also 
to be left cover for CLUW albeit in 
the guise of opposition, the~ must be 
translated into clear political propos
als andaction.CLUW faces- self-de

. 
struetlOn. CLUW bureauera~s ~e summer "recess" planned. CLUW 

~::f::e~tt~ :J{:~k ittht~ ~~~:sat~~~ leadersdare fully dedter-rm,ned tte0 etither 
h f h I f d eed f wear own, ren er Impo n or 

strengt ate e t an n. s 0 completely eliminate the left in 
opp~es~ed women workers. From the CLUW. The time is pressing for all 
beglllnmg CL~W leaders have caused leftists to wage a decisive united 
havoc by denymg the Harlan, County offensive against the CLUW bureauc
women . access to ~LUW s fIrst. rac ! Supporters of the RSL there
conven:lOn, and denymg support to 
the Umted ~arm Workers. Smce then 
one chapter s charter has been w,th
held for allowing unorganized women 

.to participate in "its chapter discus· 
sions; Chicago CLUW bureaucrats 
have attempted two censures aimed at 
leftists; a Detroit CLUW demonstra· 

for: propose a united front to begin 
the fi ht,.to oliticall defeat the 

.---- g __ --.I' y 
CLUW bureaucracy. 

Entirely missing from The Call 
article is any explicit call to politically 
defeat and replace the CLUW bureau
crats, although this is the elementary 

the q.t;. }abor Depl!!tlll~1 ~. '<",,_, 

When some MaOIst women~;;;P.a 
demonstration under CLUW~~tna:nie 
at . a _Chicago factory,!they were 
condemned by Ii bureaucrat from the 
loCal union involved. These same 
Maoist women voted for a letter. of 
apdlogy to the Jocal ,unio~ bureauc
racy. CLUW bureaucrats lhave cen
sured (and withdrawn chaiters) from 
chapters which allowed ullorga!,ized 
womell flrparticipate in local meetings 
-and even this has been tolerated by 
the centrists.' 

Most disgusting of all, the centrists 
have capitulated before the bureau~ 
crats' anti-communism.', Cen tris t 
women_ ha_ ..remained 'oObediently 
silent when ,the,l>liteaucrat!J~rgetl 
them with_peing ·the ,main',d~.n~er to 
CLUW:"iit'li to tll,I:i·.~enti,tl! ~}abor 
movement. WheneverRSL supporters 

'have attacked the" bureaucrats' ted~ 
haiting, IS '(!llWfrtllt!llrinl Socialists) 
and OL supporters whose 

shorter work week with no loss in pay. and their program in the privacy of 
all losses to come from employers' one's press or committees, but to 
assets etc went unattended (Hsabo-- actually remove their influence from 
taged,") b; theCLUW bureaucracy the labor movement. To call the 

h' h ed t I k b ' la k . w lC was suppos a supp y spea - ureaucrats' c eys of imperialism," 
ers. Atlanta CLUW, a stronghold of "traitors," etc.. without explicitly 
OL supporters, has been pu~licly fighting to displace them in the labor 
attacked by Olga Madar, NatIOnal 
Chall-person of CLUW. . 
Th~ bureaucrats are suspe~ding 

meetmgs, already so bureaucrabcally 
run: in an attempt to further· declare 
the,r h~gemony and depnve the left of 
an audIence-N.Y. CLU\y only meets 
every three months, Chicago had a 

movement is to give the hureaucrats 
left cover. 

We must fight to politically' defeat' 
the CLUW bureaucracy, its chauvinist 
line of excluding all unorganized and 
unemployed women, its strategy to 
divide unionized working women from 
h 

t .k oppressed sisters and brothers! 

g~u~L~~rea.::,~;~y ':~~~~rn~h:~u~: 
'bl to .. I d b 

responSl e an orgalllzatlOn e y 
the most oppressed-proving their 
utter lack of commitment to the needs 
of working women. 

As- class, conscious women we stand 
on the unity of all oppressed and on 
the revolutionary potential of the 
working class. In fear and hatred"the

' bureaucrats have sought to repress all 
activity by the left. They have tried to 
pin, red-bait, censure and ·purge 
individuals and chapters. 

Now that the CLUW red-baiting is 

p1.)bJications )Vecl~n!!llLoCsQme_ 
these incidents-remaiiioo -silent. 

OL1GETS LOCKJAW 

Recently RSL supporters 'in Chic, 
ago CLUW demanded Ii report on 
CLUWPresident Olga Madar's public 
slanders of the Atlanta CLUW 
chapter' (Atlanta, CLUW is heavily 
influenced by the OL). Although the 
OL's .national newspaPer . (The Call) 
reported Madar's roo·baiting, Chicago 
01, supporters kept their mouths sh,';'t 
when the bm-eaucrats claimed that 
nothing is happening in Atlanta and; 
anyway, "Atlanta's problems are not~ 
Chicago's'problellls. ': 

OL, IS and •. other ce!)trists have 
tried--.tobehave, themselves,.hopes 
that the hure~f1crat8 Wi!)" e_ off if 
they keep their mouths shut. This will 
only work if these groups drop any 
pretense of being revolutionaries and 
completely do the bidding of the labor 
hacks. The red-baiting stems from the 
bureaucrats' fear of the danger of a 
militant response from the ranks 
against their do-nothing policies 
around unemployment, inflation and 
the mounting capitalist attacks. They 
are trying to root out every potential 
nuc1,ms for organized opposition. 

UNITE TO WIN 

We have no illusions that the OJ" 
and the IS are revolutionary organiza
tions. Their actions in CLUW are 
consistent witli long histories of 
capitulation. But if they refuse to join 
in this defensive campaign against 
bureaucratic witch·hunting and ,~o 
champion the needs of the most 
oppressed, they will be exposed -~as the 
enemies of the working class. 

We call,on theleft.in CLUW 
around a ~ program to expose ~ .the 
corrupt and cynical bureaucracy be
fore the hacks expel a divided left one 
by one. If the centrist groups refuse 
this uni~, we urge their ranks to join 
with us against their leaders in this 
fight. A united defense can smash the 
plans of the. corrupt bureaucrats. 
Those who abstain from this fight will 
demonstrate that they are· not prole
tarian leaders, let alone revolution
aries. , 
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sl finally acknowledged in " number of 
left periodicals, we can unite to defeat' 
this cowardly bourgeois tactic- and 	 at least on"';' ~ 

)me of 

nt. 
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make this part of the struggle to 
defeat the CLUW bureaucracy:' COil

demn a"d <lcfeat all red·baiting! In 
addition we must fight for' the' nmk 
and file, including unorgllnized and 
tmemployed women, ,to control~ the 
organization at all times: r;'r the 
standing right to immediately rcclIln 
all ollie.". by majority vote! 

If the struggle in CLUW is to truly 

month, for the standing right tci 
immediately reciill all officers by 
'majority vote.' 

4. Make the bosses pay fill(, ilie 
economic crisis through a sliding scale 
of wagesand'hours-.qual work 'lind 
equal pay throngh full employment! 
Divide the work up among all who 
need work, cut the work week at no 
loss in pay with full cost of living 

"bring th~ masses' of working women <letermined ~y wqrker~house\lllife price 
into the labor movement," to engage 'committees: 
'·the struggle against the labor 
aristocracy" with "action programs" 
and "revolutionary leadership" (iu the 
OL's own words), it must take the 
form of a call for the unity and 
collective power of all oppressed, ,or' 
ganized, unorganized, black, white, 
male, female, empioyedand'Ul1el l)- 
ployed-to'democratically decide a 
Course ,of action for' the labor move
ment to fight the economic crisis by its 
own program and methods. We must 
fight for CLUW chapters to mass·leaf

5. B"Hd Unity Con'.lrences of all 
workers and oppressed to lead the 
labor movement in lighting for .. 
solution to the economic crisis-defeat 
the labor bureaucracy! 

6. 01l1st all sexist and ...,cist 
bure"ucra$s-~fight for umon oo"tro1establish committees to take the lead 
f h' 'Dg to d discrimination 'organized,-and 

0 m", 'en" ,.,; • "-;' leading' sof the unem, 
7, A public work. program fun'iI,~: ployeil.f' the left hUs a 

by corporate profits, controlled by tlie 
uuion. to provide jobs, rebuild the 
cities and expand public services-in

let and call rallies to build for citywide eluding free 24·hour child care, 
unity conferences of all workers and designed and controlled by the 
oppressed. workers themselves, 

Here is our proposal for the program This is our proposal; we're willing to 
of ..the.united front:', " , , _".~~" negotiate the demands, Our points are 

Condemn ""d defeat all red·bait·, in the form of motions we must 

P. 
Cont'd. from p. 16 
planned by USPS). 

10. For a 1-year contract. In the face 
of inflation, postaL workers must not 
be tied down' to a two·y lIll' pact. 

H. For the unlimited Ti! I>t to strike. 
These demands. afong with other 

more specific ones, form the core of 
what is needed for a contract victory 
in July. Postal workers must aggres· 
sively fight for these demands, with no 
illusions that Filbey and Rademacher 
will do anything but stab the workers 
in the back. 

for in CLUW. 

effort. The federal government has 
also demonstrated, .. in 1970, that it 
will not hesitate to bring in the 
National Guard to break the strike 
and scab on postal workers. 

In order to win against these forces, 
postal workers will need thesupport of 
broad sectors of the working' class. 
Other workers, likewise, need the 
support of postal workers, as they 'too 
face the capitalist attacks. 

Classwide unity must be built. 
particularly important is the need to 
forge links with other public employ· 
ees. Postal workers must champion 

• 

..-- - STRATEGYFOiVICTORY -~e- rfglifto strike for. alI public 
employees, and seek alliances Wlth 

Every day and every union meeting public workers in all sectors. This is 
t prole· between now and July 20th must be especially urgent today, when public 
)lution- ~sed by militant postal workers to, employees are faced with the threat of. 

organize for victory. In every union mass layoffs. Every union must come
local across the country, postal to the support of their embattled 
workers musl"gemana the election of brothers and sisters. ., 
rank and e strike committee.. Because cuta in public services 
Democrati y ejected strike commit- mean a real Cut in living standards, 
tees would rm the hasis for an postal employees have an immediate " alternative leade hip to Filbey, Rad· interest in fighting alongside other 
emachei and eir local li~utenanta. public employees against the cute in 

nen- Postal workffi'.s must fight, for a public seryices. Postal workers must 
-re!'ai',~~===lt=-=-IW;:icl'ona;b..-=l----netw!oot_9£akclc_=_lH!K~t~d for gieatly eipariQed 

women. 
The left cannot capitulate to the 

legalistic maneuvering. ofihe bureau: 
crats. We must begin immediately to 
open CLUW up through" campaigns 
directed to the, unemployed and 
unorganized. In addition to calling the 
Unity Conferences, CLUW must 

..' .....- ch" .
ma]oflty",?"t"""gin Bu"camprugn.
immedi8tely~JOpen the Membership of 
the left ~~i>tenl'to~oriianized and 
unemployed women!'l'Tie the proletar
iat'. struggle agaln'st the economic 
crisis to the needs of, the most 
oppressed I 

'";~;'iffiii:th.;6'~t;iia
i) 

SaD Fraadsco pickets otoppiDg mail truck durlug 1970 JWjoawide pootaI wildcat, Work.,...' 
militancy pushed governmeat to use _po to break otrike. This July'. ""..trod filbt will 
test pootol workers' __se to e,,-ded capitalist attacl<. 

that they cannot afford to employ never lead such a fight. Neither will' 
publi.c workers and maintain essential an~g thst accepts the capital· 

t~ 
f ,-----, -.. -I 
1 
1 

ICY of committees, with the committees in 
ut to each local empowered to elect dele-
from gates to an emergency national 

I the convention. This convention is sorely 
lism,' , needed to make sure postal workers 
licitly have the opportunity. ,to wage a 
labor coordinated fight for their vital needs. 

lcrats 	 The convention would take up the 
demands. map out a strike strategy 
and elect a special bargaining com·defeat 
mittee responsible to the strike 

d and 
vinist 

convention. 
gy to This would take bargaining out of 

from the hands of the present "negotistors" 
thers! who keep bargaining secret from the 
doubt b f 

ranks. It would provide the asis or an be coordinating a winning strike. It 
,ed by would overcome the fragmentation of 

their tal k' to several distinct 
po~ wor ers m. .needs umons and lay the baSIS for one umon

"'.., k t 	 -t unified' s e agams 1 a lon, unemp oy-f o . post... wor ers a presen a ,stand 
face to the bosses.nd on 

,f the 
NATIONAL STRIKEed the

ess all USPS will not yield without a fight, 
ried to and this will mean a national strike 
purge 	 will be necessary. ,Filbey and, Rade

macher have already demonstrated 
that they will sabotage any strike 

public services-more jobs, not'1ess; 
more needed services, not less- to all 
pui>llc employees and the entire labor 
movement. This fight, an integral part 
of the struggle for Johs for All and 
against the, erosion of workers' living 
standards, will find staunch allies 
amongst black and Latin workers and 
unemployed who suffer most heavily 
in the current crisis. 

Such support is absolutely indis. 
pensable. When federal troops once 
more try to break a postal strike, the 
basis would bl" laid for calling a 
general strike of all workers. No troops 
can cross the picket lines! In addition,
this strategy lays the basis' for the 

mobilization of the working ciass, 
througb. mass ralli~s and work stop' 
pages, . In preparatiOn for a general
trik . t 'nf1 t' I 

ment and the attacks on public 
services. Rademacher and Filbey will 
never implement this strategy, the 
reaLmad tn, victory. It must be done 
by the rank and file. 

Postal workers can be sure that 
USPS will respond to their demands 
by saying "sorry, we car\,t afford 
them," just as city govern,*ents cry 

serviCi!s-:lJSPS i:i:ulst open ita liOOkS 
-let postal workers see where the 
Inoney really goes. If USPS has no 
money. the banks and corporations 
- who pay for only a fraction of their 
mail use-must be taxed to cover the 
cost of the contract..: PQstal wor~ers 
must -rally around the slogan: Make 
the Bosses Pay! Just as the banks and 
corporations profit as the cities rot 
(the New, York crisis is the best 
example of this), they and USPS 
profit from the attacks on postal 
workers. 

Even if Filbey and Rademacher are 
able to beat back an immediate 
challenge to their sellout policies, 
postal workers will only be stronger 
- during the fight and after-"if they 
begin to fight for an alternative to 
these betrayers now. Further, the 
tasks of postal workers are not limited 
to one contract fight in one industry, 
as the union hacks would lead them to 
believe, As we have seen: today's 
struggle of postal workers is part of a 
broader fight to mobilize a united 
working class offensive against cap' 
italism's attacks. 

Today's trade union leaders will 

ist---system. Every such current will 
stop short of a militant struggle to 
meet the rank's needs-they will balk 
at making the banks and corporations 
pay ("that would threaten social 
stability" - i.e., the capitalist system). 
They_will attempt to avert c1asswide 
riiobiIiz~tion for a general strike for 
the same reasons. And likewise, they 
will not lead the necessary fight to 
natioilalize industry in the hands of 
the working class, nationalization 
under workers' control, for while this 
would end the attacks on the working
ciass, it likewise would end the rule of 
the bourgeoisie. 
- For precisely these reasons, the 
working class needs a revolutionary 
party that can: lead the struggle 
against tile capitalist class-in the 
postal. contract fight, in . the trade 
union movement as a whole and in the 
entire working class. Militant postal 
workers have had enough of Filbey, 
Rademacher and their local agents. 
We call un postal milltants to draw the 
lessons of their heroic struggles and 
join with the Revolutionary Socialist 
L!)llgne in constructing the revolu· 
tionary party, the needed leadership 
for the working' class, 
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Maoist demonstrators in, Portugal carrying portraits of organizations from the bourgeoisie. 

Stalin. The Maoist left, which opposes the bourgeois~military and propaganda for pi"oietarian organi7.ations JOust 

regime, is facing severe repression by the army, yet is for. 

unable to mount a united front _grl.~nse !)f ,working class 


Cont'd. from p. 1 closely associated with the MFA. 
Thus the ~1FA is forced to remain in coalition The main beneficiaries of this no confidence vote 

with the civili"n parties which provide its cloak of were the Socialist Party and the Popular 
popular and socialist authority, At the same time it Democratic Party, which received 38 and 26 per 
is trying to find its own road forward-the road of cent respectively. This huge vote represented", 
dictatorship wi:h a "socialist" mask. In the week of several contradictory elements: on the one hand, 
May 26, the Armed Forces Assembly held an conservative rural votes of the peasants still under 
extraordinary session devoted to an open debate on the influence of the Catholic Church, together with 
whether to abolish the militarv-civilian coalition. the urban petty bourgeoisie and middle classes who 
"Party struggles, do not inter~st the Portugu~se fear the military dictatorship and have been shown 
people." claimed"the leader of the left military no revolutionary road. On the other hand, the SP 
faction. Major General Otelo de Carvalho, who is undoubtedly also gained the votes of workers who 
head of the MFA's security apparatus and strongly saw in the SP, with its demagogic use of the slogan 
backed by the CPo of "Socialism Yes, Dictatorship No," a way of 

This is pure demagogy. The workers, it is true, voting for socialism but against the MFA and the 
desire unity-but not a military dictatorship! This closely-associated CPo 
is shown by the events since the rightist coup The proletariat supports all "revolutionary" 
attempt on March 11. As detailed in a previous measures of the MFA-its defense against the 
issue of The Torch, the workers responded with Spinola wing of the military and its move against 
exceptional militancy t.o this counter~revolutionary the large corporations- without any political 
attampt by the conservative officers associated with confidence in the MFA. This correct class instinct, 
former Provisional President Spinola. Roadblocks without a revolutionary Leninist party to focus it, is 
were thrown up, suspected rightists arrested, forced to find its expression within and among the 
searched and disarmed; the Commlinist~dominated existing parties. These parties, however, represent 
Intersindical (the largest union federation) issued a interests opposed to those of the proletariat. 
call for a general strike; in the wake of the failure of 
the coup attempt, demands arose for the BOGUS THREATS BY SP , 
nationalization of major enterprises, while workers Th" h b th t - th A '1 25 
seized a number of enterprises on their own without \l .IS IS sown Y, e. even S SIDee. ~ pn 
authorization. Yielding to this pressure: the MFA _ electlOns. 'fhe SP, w:,th its huge vote ill Its pocket, 
.ann"ounced the nationalization of the major _banks, atte~:p~d to show Its rnusc!e. However, far fro.m 
insurance mono olies trans ort and the lar est rr:obihzmg to fo~ce a chang_e ill the government, Its 
e tates P, P ,g, aIm was to use Its clout WIth the voters to keep a 

~~ri:at-thus-directed--its-mairr-bl~laCE! jn th~goyer="nt_ for_itself. __~lthotl&!LiL 
against the immediate threat- the attempted coup threatened onc~, more to go_ mto OppOSItIOn, these 
by the reactionaries. Although the workers retained threats were bogu~. The SP IS compelled to s~~port . 
dangerous illusions in the military ro . e the the MFA because it fe:,,"s the power of the mi!itant 
C · bl' . gun, proletanat and recogruzes the need to mamtain the

onstItuent Assem y electIOns held SIX weeks later k' ill' . +h b -". I' " 
on April 25 were a disaster for the MFA and its wo~ ers USIons, m '. e ourge~lls socra 1st 
chief supporter, the Communist Party. With a big reg;'me. _~t also und~rstands. the Import:<nce of 
Vote predicted for the critics of the MFA, the ratI~nahzmg Portugal s decaymg econ?my m order 
generals made every effort to miniinize the :0 wm. a ?ette~ deal from the U.S. an? Its European 
election's effect in advance. They forced the major Imperl~list frlen~s. But t~e MFA.s .method~ of 

t' to I d t rt t' ed 'lita I defendmg capitahsm reqUll"e restrictIons agamst 
par leS p e ge 0 suppo con mu ml ry ru e. the "democratic" SP so the SP is reduced to 
They encouraged the castlI~g o~ blank votes, making impotent noi;es. 

announced that all blank and mvalid ballots would Un the other hand the MFA with the active 

be counted as support for the MFA, and ruled the b k' f h CP h' -'. . 

MRPP and AOC off the ballot. This meant that a ac mg ate . as moved cautlOusly agamst 

ballot marked for the anti-MFA MRPP which' the SP. The ~P attempted to keep the SP out of the 


. ,.'. ' . . government s May Day rally, although SP leader 
would be mvalid, would be counted for the military. Soares was able to force a way in for the supporters 

he had mobilized_ Subsequently; Communist
MFA, CP DEFEATED AT POLLS ,printers seized the presses of the SP's afternoon 

With all these precautions, the elections were still paper, Republica, whereupon the government, 
a clear political defeat for the MFA and the CPo The which apparently had not planned so direct a 
remaining parties to the left of the Communis!;s confrontation, shut the paperdown completely. The 
polled a total of 3,9 per cent of the vote. If to this is attacks on the Sp, like those against the Maoists, 
added the number who would have voted for the represent an attack on the working class_ The CP, 
banned parties or who cast spoiled or blank ballots, which had regularly opposed workers' seizures of 
the real strength of the extreme left can be capitalist-owned plants; backed this closing of the 
estiinated at 8 to 10 per cent. The_Communist newspaper of a working-class party., For the 
Party. running legally and with a huge propaganda Communist Party leadership, the moves against the 
machine at its service, hardly did better-it SP are part ofa campaign to cut'off any possibility 
received only 12.5 per cent_ This represented a of independent working-class action and increase its 
major vote of no confidence in the party most bureaucratic control over the workers' movement, 

West 
Both the Socialist Party, whicl\ p~efersaJl'{~tePl, "lem;

European-style bourgeois democracy and the cover,
minimum of Ilationalization, and' the CP and the' w,wherE
"left" faction in the'MFA, which want a disguised ,£' be un 
military dictators~ip and a nationalized capitalist i~pe.r

cjec~nomY',areen.~lllies of 'the pr(51etarjat.';Y~t tlf,, ¥'l'.b~;~£i
workers, ev.eri'\yithotJ"t a revolut~onary' party to.)~ad ; "revoh 
them and secure victory, have moved to 'tne"}eft ' ~ '" Al 

undermined the Bonapartist coalition, The Comn 
for this contradictory situation fie, iI' the a breG 

workers' own exceptional militancy; the economic on on 
weakness of Portuguese capitalism. and 'the takes 

, resulting weakness of the bourgeoisie. The"? are them 
, the factors which originally led to the April 1974 it, or 

coup,and which the new reginiehas been unable to form
·soivf'. prese: 

whid 
MILITARY AGAINST WORKERS check 

Taking power at a time of European economic 
decli.ne, inheriting a decrepit economy and rousing a 
dispossessed working class, the 1974 viclors were Th, 
incapable of placing any>(ving of the bourgeoir,e willi 

'-s~curely __ ip power _without first _. " hin_g _ ~he const 
workers. In order to move agai 'the m()st <) - 'instit 
parasitic sectors of the bourgeoi ' e military 1974,
regime was forced to lean on the working class. This powel
Bonapartist balancin~ act-maintaining bourgeois has (
authority over the proletariat but depriving even Spine
the bourgeoisie of poli tical rights- was necessary there 
both to reinforce a rotting capitalism and to worki 
forestall proletarian action towards real workers' the 
power, ' revol

In order to hold on to popular support, the regiine 

had to seek an alliance with the working class 

parties. The Communist Party played a crucial role 

in temporarily stabilizing the regime, No openly 

bourgeois parly cou!d,prQYid,,-, .Jille disciplined 

apparatus that the Stalinists had constructed 

during the Salazar decades. The CP was also able to 

drape itself in revolutionary phrases, utilizing' 

especially its role in the anti-Caetano resistance as 

well as its claim to the tradition of tile Russian 

revolution' to disguise its pro~capitalist character. 

The CP thus supplies the "revolutionary" cover for 

Bonapartist rule, ' 


"LEFT" MFA GAINS 

At present the program of the left MFA,')s 

gaining strength. This calls for 'aoing away~it'i~he 

mIlitary-civilian coalition and the independence' 'bf 

the political parties, and instead iinposing' on the 

proletariat what General Carvalho calls a "proletar

ian dictatorship" -a military regime backed by a 

totalitarian mass party organized by the MFA. 

Implicit in the.!eft MFA's close ties with the CP is 

the possibility that while the Socialists, I'optilar

Democrats and the far-left groups would in fact be 

suppressed, the CP and its apparatus would be 

absorbed in the new MFA-organized movement and 

in the administration. The treachery of the 


VictoryCommunist Party allows Carvalho to flaunt this 
rightislset-up as a "proletarian dictatorship." Without 


such a left cover, Carvalho's scheme would be seen 

as a pure and naked boul'geois dictatorship. 


However, the de
bate in the Armed 
Forces Assembly on 
instituting a purely 
military government 
ended without abol

political - 
parties: As one mili ~ont~( 
tary official admitted, nec~~:: 
"The anned forces reque~ 

are not strong enough ,defem 
to do ,so." For the FreedJ 
present, the army' comm 
still needs a left-wing staten 
disguise. The MFA about 
has announced its coope, 
alliance with "revolu~ Instea 

Portuguese security chief tionary workers' com defens 
Carvalho claims that "party lrnttees," in order to theral 
struggles do not interest the continue this mas- postpe
Portuguese people," querade and at the ,defens 

same r;iI!le to reduce oppor1
its dependence on the CP, which the bourgeOISIe by thE 
doesnot-trusL had a 

The current unstable situation can develop in board. 
s~veral ways. Presently working-class unrest is 
flowing to some degree into support for the Socialist 

Party. But this party offers no way out. The class 

elements composing its electoral base- the edu- I' 
 Fim 
cated middle class, sections of the petty bourgeoi mefO! 
sie, etc.-do not themselves have any independent ik~ resolui 

social weight_ --ii,,;1 try to 
- Eerund the SP stand figures in the Portuguese I vacilla 
bourgeoisie and in the conservative wing of the o(the 


officer corps who are actually to th", right qf the 
 defend 
SP. And behind these stand the European rights. 
bourgeoisie and its political mouthpieces in the .suPPO! 

I 
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Wes~ European Social Democratic parties, These though the numerous f~ctory oeCii.l>!'tioIls,~O:r~ers' 

elements are prepared to use the SF liS their own left committees in workplaces, etc.'., contain" the' 

cover. They are at present riding- the left wave to see elements of dual< power, actual 'duaL power 

where it goes-fearing that the;jJresent regime will institutions--a national :~' network' of workers', 

he unahie to defend the interests of West European peasants" and soldiers' committees or Boviets~do 


imperialism, but hoping that thJ working class can no~ exist. ' 

:,"" ," $)'.-:",>~"?"\,~ tI\e.be 'tied to this' regime and' held.' back from Both a revolutionary pilttyah1i sovie govrevolutionary measures. ' rapidly built, provided the h!(sic "dynamIC iers'A break between the MFA as " whole and· the situation is clearly understood. First, it must beCommunist Party, while possible, is less likely than understood that the two' poles in the .military

a break between the halves of the IVIFA with the CP this
Sphiola and the len MFA ~- represent not different 

on one side and the SP on the other. Whether this combine
classes but two opposed bourgeois strategies; andtakes the form of 'a gradual crippling of the SP and that the two mass "socialisf! parties, the SPand

the military and bourgeois figures standing behind the Communists, also represent alternatiye· boni!it, or whether an open conflict will break out in the geois strategies. That must be the first messageo!
form of a rightist officers' movement against the any rev01utionary .nudeu,s in PortugaL Second,
present left-MFA leaders, d.epends on the degree to while the. workers must militarily support the The 
which the MFA coalition can keep the proletariat in existing regime against counterattacK by the right
check. wing forces, it must prepare to overthrow" this 

regime, Third, the revolutionary nudeus can only
PROLETARIAN POWER build itself and win authority as the genuine 

The third alternative is that the working class leadership of the masses by' advancing a bold 

will break free of the present situation through revolutionary program"and by: winning the 

constructing its revolutionary"party and creating workers' committeesrJh'«nanks oLt.he'"army and 

institutions of dual power. At present, and since the the ranks of the CPandSP to its,.'pWl1'.banneL' 

1974 coup, a situation with strong elements of dual Finally, to do this it is necessary;toprqpOse;united, front. (The MRPP's disdain for united fronts ket!t it 

power has existed. The workers' independent action fronts in defense of the workers';de)11ocratiC'ri!(hts isolated and made it an easiertarget foirepreA~ion,) 

has overturned the Spinola government, forced and class gains to the CP and :SPand additionally; At the same tin1e the gal!,sof the recent past:must 

Spinola into exile and pushed the MFA faster along to the splintered centrist parties whiClfl are' be exq,nded. Workers' Control of Indnstry and 

the road of nationalization than it had intended, The incapable themselves of combining arevolutionary Finance I Seize and Divide the Estatesl Portugal 

working class remains the most dynamic element in program with bold uniteil front tactics. Out of NATO! 

the Portuguese revolution,·.c.:--But it lacks a The demand for .. Revolutionary Constituent Further, in order to fuily expose the treacherous. 


~v.QlutismarY1!ols~ev:ik-Lenini~~ party. And, al- Assembly, previously on the order of the role of both the Communist and Socialjst Parties, 
the revolutionary nucleus must advance the 
demand: CP and SP Break with the MFA! Form " 
Workers' Government! The revolutionIsts must 
teach the workers to support such a step by 

"revolutionary means-by the seizure of the 
factories, the organization of soviets, the arming 
and military training of a proletarian militiatIf the'. 
CP and SP should actually be pushed to ..: break . 
with the MFA, these revolutionary measutes would 
guarantee that this would be only an episode on the 
way to soviet power. But in reality, such a demand 
would serve precisely to expose the unwillingness of 
these parties to break with the bourgeoisie, and to 
win the alleglance of those workers who still believe 
the CP and SP's rhetoric. ' 

These demands, coupled with the a' use 
of united front tactics, provide the the-
rapid construction, of a revolutionary TrotskYist' 
party in PortugaL The present Bonapaitist 
coalition has only a short tin1e to stand- perhaps 
much shorter than the participants themselves 
think. Barring a successful rightist coup, it is quite 
Iikely__ that a more open dictatorship by the MFA 
will emerge before a revolutionary party can 

be buut. However, even if the MFA strips 
off its present bourgeois-democratic mask, the 
working class has not been taken on and defeated, 

.While it remains on the offensive, . the prospects for 
the construction of the revolutionary party, whether 

. in legal or illegal conditions, remains extraordinar
.i1y favorable. Without such a party, the Mvolution 
is doomed; with it, it is bound to be victorious. 

where they choos.~ (which is, clearly pretty much the exclusive view of 
stated i1i the RAC leaflet) and Labor Stniggle.'Dennis himself wants 
advocating the dispersal of blacks the home. The racial features of his 
among whites (making them com- neighbors is not what is motivating 

=:-:=====-===='-===~====---======~:::::...pletely ..wIBe.-ab1eto ..raGial-attacks) --hi!n..--ln-general' blj!gk~_ moring-int9--. 
which is what an integration strategy white neighborhoods seek quality 

Spartacists Vacillate on Defense Guards 

I:;ont'd, from p. 6 workers. One of the five "whereas's" means. Equality for blacks, the homes rather than some abstract 
n~~sity, the police would use such a in: the LSC motion steted in part that breaking down of all discrimjnatory mixing ofthe races, as Labor Struggle
request to establish authority over the' ,the struggle for integration is in the barriers, and the right to live and work would have' it. .
defense guard, In addition, Brother interests of the labor movement. 

and ~ to school where they cho?se The RAC wiIlcon:tinue to lead theFreedman led the fight ill the steering Because of the primacy of the def'mse 
must be fought for. Guaranteeing fight for workers' self defense, We arecommittee against issuing any critical question and the short tin1e for 
th~se rights is ~he ts~k of revolution- attempting to. build a city-Widestatement to the Local membership discussion, I did not amend out the 
anes, Advoca.tm~ dispersal of ~he black-labor defense against right-wingabout the Local bureaucrats' lack of pro-integration clause. But is Labor 
black proletariat IS a JOb. for ruling and racist attacks, by PJltting forwardcooperation on the defense guards. Struggle· seriously advocating that 
class hacks, confused IDlddle class resolutions to this effect in unIonInstead of trying to strengthen the workers 'who oppose integration 
liberals and .their centrist cohorts like localS throughout the' Chicago area.defense guard by taking our case to should have voted against the defense 
the SpartaClst League. The' RAC urges all class-consciousthe rank and file, Freedman wanted· to resolution? This is sin1ply. philistine 

postpone any criticism until the demagogy. Tli,;-brothers in the Local who have workers to join us in this necessary 
defense work was completed. This The charge that I haven't voiced my been defending the Dennis home are struggle. 
opportunIst betrayal was "justified" opposition to integration is a lie.. I doing it because they think he has the 
by the fact that the LSC newsletter have talked to many workers in Local right to live there and deeply resent Comradely, 

had already criticized the executive No. 6 about·'the''' need to distinguish the racist attacks. That blacks should' Member of RAC 
board. . between the right of blacks to live move into white. neighborhooqsis Name Withheld 

"_m;l/:;!!:JfID·_...__ ,Il:ID-_~_"_.-.ln::allillllr'm.a_·__ "'~1XJ IIQ...... 
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Finally, Freedman's letter attacks I CIIECI( ONE. : 

me for voting for a "pro-integration" 
 . I )G w"".1or &!I_Is- NAME • 
re~olution. This is a smokescreen to 

try to cover the LSC's o.."'n errors and I :~=i:fr::: •
SUBSCRIBE 

"J Su_ling •..-,Iioa:-c16.00, ADDRESS .:
vacillations. The overwhelming weight .NOWr--- Send to: Ii 

P.O, Box 562 CIT\' II
o(the LSC and RAC motions was to 
defend Brother Dennis's home and I I Times Square Station •
rights, These motions had' to be 
supported by all c1ass-consciou~ !.,.;~~Y~r~~'~JP~~·mtl~._.Dl.11~i1~P~ .! 

Victory rally after defeat 01 March 11 rightwing coup attempt. Militant workers, who led the light against _the 
rightist putsch, are now under heavy attack from "\eft-MF A" and Communist party. 

, 
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! 
i 
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expre$lIion of the found . 
IIBpiratilins oftheriow,_tlae'I;Ht;s~~· 
usefulness with the actual election of .. ConstitU.mt 
Assembly pledged in' udvanceto.!lupport military, 
rule. To the fore mustbe advanced the, demanil;for • 
s'?,'1ie~;to the masses' struggles",aIldi1tiivid~ 

erll ffuture wOl'kets' 
. . .,. ea.ant.:~a:&ld-

e'. herel For'~' Niitiona) 
Congress of Soviets!Tlie group' which can adV.u;<:e ' 

demand energetically and tirelessly, "an:d 
it with the immediate defense of, tlie 

workil'g class, will erllerge,as therj,volutibnary 
leadetship Of the Portli-guese' masses. ,;, : ,;. 

UNITED DEFENSE 

defense of the workillg ,class agif,;lit 
immediate repressive efforts, and the defense '!lnd 
extension of its class gains of the ,past period, 
represents the in1mediate task of the 'day. Defend 
the Rignt to Strikel FulIF,reedom . 
Propaganda for all W ,,-{~e.i: Or 
the Worll,,,r.' Press! Form a 
demands should bepr<lsented to 
the extreme left groups as the 

1 
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by Rod Miller prior notice. In this way, a sizeable ·half-pay. Additionally, they have Rademacher will settle for.Sombrotto· 
number of full-time employees have called for easing speed-up (although listed these as: 1)' company-paid, 

The.national postal contracts expire been forced' to 'work part-time (at few specifics are given). Otver de-' health benefits, 2) an 11 per cent 
July 20th. Postal workers are faced part.timo pay), effectively accomplish mands include an end to USPS's wage increase over the,next two years 
with a decisive question: will July ing the same end as layoffs. policy of subcontrac,ting "(ork. to (less than 6 per cent per year), 3) 
meim victory or will it bring defeat? Furthermore, management has private firms, company-paid! retire "slightly better" cost of livingAc1ause 
The answer has implications not just waged a war of attrition---vacallcies ment benefits (postal workers current- and 4) keeping the status of "subst; 
for postal workers, but for the entire created by death or retirement are not ly pay seven per cent of wages into the tutes" the same as it is today. 
U.S. working class. filled. This, too, cuts the work force retirement fund) and employer-funded Look at this list! Where is the 

Across the country, workers are and places a greater work load on health benefits (as opposed to the shorter work week with no loss in pay, 
confronted witb the most massive clerks, carriers and mailhandlers. current plan, which makes workers the iull cost of .living clause, the 
attack on living standards in more These schemes have taken their toll. pay 35 per cent of the costs of the upgrading of all'.'substitutes" to 
than three decades. In Detroit, Even Francis Filbey, the sellout health plan). regular status? They are nowhere to be 
hundred~ of thousand's of auto work- presl'dent of the Amerl'can Postal . ,., found. Once more, Rademach*'asPresident Rademacher of the Na h 
ers are the leading casualties in a city Workers Union, has been forced to tional ABBociatit,l1 of Uitter C'{rriers is every intention of selling t e·-nks 
with an unemployment rate of over 20 admit that "lhe no-layoff clause has . I' .j "1 d d B t down the river. 

t j . N Y k C't 0 . puttmg orWaruSlmlar eman s. u Whl'!e FI'lbey's prl'ce for selling ou'per cen. n ew or J y, vel' not brought adequate job security to h k h Jah ' " 'n-' . • 
50 000 bli I yees are threat t e ran S s °li_ a"~'\no I ,uBlOns m has not yet been revealed, no more can , pu c emp a . postal employees." either Filbey olRadema~ller. When all 
ened with layoffs. Proposed cuthacks 
in New York's public services would 
close dozens of schools, hospitals, day 
care centers and welf_are centers-,'a 

d 
. QD~all wor~ers,.~n_ with the Bureau of Labor Statistics 

especially upon the poorest anamost reCommended $14,333 needed for 
oppressed.. . adequate living for a family of four. 

Faced w.'th th,s onslaught, the t.as.ks . Moreover, while · .. nstantlyUSPS•.. 
b f tb k I 

Defense of Jobs, J~comes an~ .stand
ards of livI.ng reqUJ~'es a mob,ilzatlOn 
of the entire workmg class to beat 
back capitalism's attacks. Postal 
workers, a militant ~ork force concen
trated in every city.in the U.S., can 
playa crucial role in helping to build 
this classwide response. The 1970 
national postal' wildcat demonstrated 
that postal workers have the militancy 
and determination nec~sary to carry 
through. The July.contract will put 
these qualities to the test. 

Since 1970, postal workers have 
been dealt harsh blows by the 
capitalist attacks. The "semi-public" 
United States Postal Service (USPS) 
has been carrying out a vicious 
"rationalizat.ion" program, which 
translates tospeed'"Up; job-losses- and 
overwork. Rather than using new 
machinery to lighten the load on 
workers, USPS has forced individual 
workers to run these machines under 
tre!,l1endous time pressure (one ex
ample of this is the ziptronic maD. 
translator machine~nrther than hir
ing enough operators, one operator is 
forced to work under the most 
strenuous and demanding conditions). 

THE KOKOMO PLAN 

puter to the "optimal" 
speed for mail delivery. The computer, 
using USPS's instructions, allowed no 
time for anything except walking from 
house to house at the most rapid rate 
possible-no time for talking, no time 
to answer questions and not even time 
to walk around obstacles (carriers 
were expected to walk in a straight 
line on the inside of the curb)! Not 
surprisingly, the computer "decided'" 
that camers should be working more 
routes in shorter time- the answer 
USPS programmed it to come up with. 
This scheme, called the Kokomo Plan 
after the Indiana city where it was 
first introduced, means vicious over
work. 

USPS's strategy has been simple. 
Cut total wages by cutting the work 
force. and make the workers who 
remain work several times as hard. 
The national postal contract currently 
has a no-layoff clause, but manage
ment has found ways to gel around it. 
60,000 postal. workers are 
locked into the "substitute" category, 
which allows L'SPS to cut them to four 
hours work on any given day with no 

The same miserable conditions 
affect postal workers' salaries, Aver
age salaries are just over $11,000 a 
vear' I', or $5.43 per hour), compared 

wages are more than 20 per cent 
higher than postal workers'. 

Worse still, real wages have been 
eroded by inflation. The current cost 
of living clause calls for a one cent per 
hour increase for each four-tenths of 

is said and done they will come back 
with crumbs and moan "this is the 
best we could do" and "in order to get 

e are ewor lllgcassareenormous.-,tresses the need to co~te ·with demand that all "substitutes" be means- is that in order to sell out, he 
United Parcel Service, UPS 'workers made regulars, will be dropped. 

h' h d t' th"" compromises, the trade-offs and the 
somet mg we a a gIve some. mg. give-and-take, no less than the

One thing is for sure! l(ey demands, 	 ff I 
like the 32 hour weel< at"40 hours pay, stone-walling, cannot e ective y be 
the full cost of living adjustment to pursued in the press or other public 

I I ff ' fl t' d th forums." (The American Postal Work-
camp ete y a set m a lOn, an e er, May, 1975). What FI'lbey really 

Management won't give on those needs the elbow room that hiding the 
without a fight, and that's the last onegotiations from the rariks provides. 
th,'ng the union hacks want. 

The 1970 wildcat is the> best 
example of their policy of betrayals. 
The wildcat was called over and 

AWPu]fPresident Filbey [rightl iond Chiel Union Negotiator Bernard Cushman are aU 
smiles as they prepare to throwaway demands ranks' pressure has forced them to raise. 	 first year of the contract·. Bring postal able. ' 

workers' pay immediately up to the servicj 
"modest" standard of living set by the 

one pe~;'cent increase in the Consumer against Rademacher's pleas for postal ,Bureau of LalJor Statistics. 	
IfN 

these
Price Index. This falls far short of workers'to return to their jobs. And 
meeting inflation. Once more, APWU even after the wildcat had spread from 
bureaucrats are forced to admit: "Cost New York to Chicago, Rademacher 
of living protection for postal employ· was still whining, "reason will prevail 
ees has been inadeqnate." over emotion ... and ninety per cent 

In the teeth of these attacks, and of the mail will be moving on 
faced with rariks who demonstrated Monday." . 
their explosiveness and power just five 
years ago, the postal union bureauc- RAT-E-MACHER 
racy has been forced to raise several 
decent demands. in the pre-contract But on Monday, March 21, the 
bargaining, The APWU, calls for wildcat was spreading to over 200 
reduction of the work week to 32 bours cities. Rademacher had earned the 
with no loss in pay, with full cost of title of "Rat-e-macher" from the 
living wage iiicreases plus a salary rariks. Now, five years later, he and his 
increase, to achieve parity with United bureaucratic allies are again attempt-

be expected from him, He has 
announced: "Collective bargaining is 
a private process in the sense that the 

Postal workers are legally con
strained from striking. Rather thim 
demanding the unlimited right to 
strike, Filbey (like Rademacher) has 
called for "improved arbitration," But 
what will happen when the arbitrators 
hand back pro-management decisions? 
More importantly, how will 
workers wage a militant fight 
demands in - the upcoming 
struggle without being' able to Aft 
thefr most powerful 'weapon,' toyinl 
strike? York' 

Filbey and Rademacber are on the bourg 

spot. They must be kept there. No sell· hacks 
outs, no "compromises" on the "wlui 

ploye,elrunentaryIreeds of postal workers 
$300 Icall be tolerated. All of the vital 

'willbdemands must be met. Others, which 
welfruthey have not even raised, are also ing, 'fcrucial to postal workers. 
cru'e

WHAT POSTAL WORKERS NEED be shi 
Ma' 

Postal workers need the following: nor (
1, Hands off the No Layoffs Clause, from 

No reduction of the work force "only'
through attrition. Make all subs iet tl 
regular. worke 

2. Expand postal services. Expand accep1
tbe work force, More jobs to end the 20,OOC 

()vet'Wlll'k=and~speed-u!'-=='= w1fen 
3. A 32 hour week at 40 hour's pay previa 

to provide more jobs. 67,Orn; 
4, A 20 per cent wage increase in the a loss 

Parcel Service workers. Further, ing to mislead and derail postal bilingual. Training programs open to combat 
APWU calls for keeping the no·layoff . workers' militancy. all who seek.jobs. with USPS. ers hav 
clau_se, strengthening it by converting Thus, it' should have come a-s no-:- 9. Regular tours and work weeks. onriko 
all "substitutes" to regular staLus, surprise, when Vinnie Sombrotto, Overtime pay for all weekend "\vork. 'totalita 

which would end management's abil· head of lhe NALC's New York area No split shifts (now rumored to be longer 
ity to impose four· hour work days at local. recently revealed the terms that Cont'd. p. 13 tide. 

The 
struggll 
provine 

5, Full cost of living protection Each
against inflation. Union committees show
empowered by the contract to deter indebt
mine the actual rise in the cost of corpor
living. will rl 

6. Union control of all work rules, era' Ii" 
No Kokomos. Rarik and file commit
tees in every station with cpntractual 
rights to monitor all work rules. 

7. Benefits fully paid by USPS: 
health and dental, retirement, 24-hour wchildcare. 

8. Eliminate all racist and sexist 
USPS practices. Equal access to all The 
jobs and training programs, No regime 
discriminatory hiring tests. All tests collapsi 

I 


